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BOMB THROWER CREATES

TO TESTIFY

ANY ACTION

In liarrlman Examination To
ent
of Denver
& Rio Grande

By This Country in Congo Af

PHILADELPHIA BANK
Re-

INTERIOR

OF

fairs-Catho-

day-Presid-

CROWN PRINCE GUSTAVIS.
tWIio Surcwls King Oscar.)

if

INJURES HALF DOZEN AND WRECKS

MADE OVER

FIRST MAN

DEATH AND DISMAY IN

Asks for $5,000 Loan and When
fused Drops Bomb Which Kills
Himself and Cashier.

PROTEST IS

JEFFERY IS

BANK

Floor Covered With Scraps of Paper Into Which the Explo
sion Tore Many Valuable Papers and Securities -Man From Garner. Iowa.

"nit?

SIS HI Mill
coram KiMI

Make the

lics

Protestations.
ALL NEGRO TROOPS TO BE

SENT TO PHILIPPINES

Denver & Rio Grande Found It Stewart of Colorado Takes Week
to Decide As to Commissioner
self Compelled to Build In Orof Land Office.
der to Reach the Coast.

Wm

Xj3

Washington, Jan, 6. Strong pro
New York, Jan. 6 B. T. Jeffery.
curred a few minutes
before
president of the Denver and Rio tests have been received by the adPhiladelphia, Jan. 5. Shortly
it
Grande railroad, and affiliated prop- ministration against any interference
fore noon today an unknown man o'clock. The man was poorly dressed
and
looked
liko
a
Russian.
asked
He
Including the proposed Western by the government In the affairs Of
erties.
hurled a bomb Into the Fourth Street to be directed to the office of PresiPacific,
was the first witness today the Congo. These protests come from
National bank at Fourth and Liberty dent Richard Rushton. He told the
before the session of the Interstate Catholics and Catholic organisations
streets. The resulting explosion tore president that his name was O. E.
Commerce Commission, which Is in- throughout the country- - They assert
that all reports of alleged cruelties
quiring into the mergers of the
the bomb thrower to pieces and killed Williams, und said .'hat he wanted
against the natives are made by Prot
S. W. Z. McClear assistant cashier. $5,000. The president asked what colHarrlman lines.
estants and are biased and founded on
Seveal ether employes of the bank lateral and the man said something
President Jeffery Tells True Talc.
Jeffery described ttie Rio Grande Inaccurate and misleading Informaand patrons were Injured, two of about an Insurance policy. Believing
system. It exchanged business with tion.
whom may die. The bomb thrower the man a harmless crank, the presidemanded money of President Rich- dent directed him to the cashier, and
the Oregon Short Line and the OreNEGRO TROOPS ARE ORDERED
gon Railway and Navigation compaard II. Kushton, and when refused, at the same time called his colored
TO THE PHILIPPINES
messenger and told him to take the
ny.
When the Union Pacific took
threw the missile.
The Ninth and Tenth cavalry and
man from the building. A moment
control of the Southern Pacific there
Fuller Particulars Given.
Having demanded a loan of $3,000 later the explosion occurred.
was a shrinkage in this business, "due the 25th Infantry, including all the
Details cannot be had of just what
no doubt," added Jeffery, "to the con- negro troops In the regulur army of
and failing to get it, a man not yet
Identified, dropped a bomb In the happened after the man left the prestrol of the Unuion Pacific had of the this country, have been ordered to
OVEEV SOPHIA OF SWEDEX.
Southern Pacific." Jeffery next de- prepare for service In the Philippines,
Fourth Street National bank today, ence of the president, and nono can
blowing himself to pieces and Instant- be found who saw the man drop the
scribed the Western Pacific, which und will snlii between March 5 and
ly killing Cashier XV. 54 McClear and bomb.
from June 5. Other troops ordered to the
has a line under construction
Not only was the entire Interior of
injuring six others, one or two of
San Francisco to Salt Lake. The Philippines are the Sixth cavalry and
whom may die. The only clue to the the bank wrecked, but the large winwitness read from a recent annual the 1Mb. 26th, 2th, and 80th infanreport, which he had submitted to try
bomb thrower was a bunch of keys dows looking out on a small side
found In a portion of his "clothing, to street were blown out. It probably
Rio Grande stockholders, in which
he stated thnt the Union Pacific con- STEWART. W ANTS WEEK
which was attached a plate Inscribed will be days before the bank officials
TO MAKE I P HIS MIND
"R, Steele. Garner, Iowa." The will be able to tell how many valutrol of the Southern Pacific lines hud
Washington,
Jan. 5. Philip B.
resulted In "unexpected difficulties"
Fourth street National bank Is . the able papers In the bank's custody
In Stewart, of Colorado, who has been
largest financial Institution In this city were destroyed, as the whole place
and "unlooked for Impediments"
of the
getting through business to the coast offered the commlssionership
an occupies the greater part of the was strewn with torn bits of paper.
Formerly Lived In Garner, In.
and therefore the construction ot a general land office, talked with the
first floor in the Bullet building on
B.
Robert
Iowa, Jan.
Garner,
competitive line from Salt Lake to president today about the place. He
Fourth street, between Chestnut and
(strong feeling existing between the
Walnut streets, in the heart of the f- Steele, formerly a resident of Garner, Special to The Evening Citizen.
San Francisco had been undertaken said he would 'announce his decision
In about a week.
San Antonio, Jan. 6. Lieutenant following of Reed and the clansmen
left here six years ago for the east
to, protect Rio Grande Interests.
inancial distr'ct.
und. is supposed to have been living Clprlano Baca, of the territorial of Cunningham, the man who sue
Room Wrecked by Explosion.
"Prior to consolidation, were the
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific FORT DAVIS Il ls BEEN.1. "
The explosion was territic and either in Philadelphia or Boston. mounted police, who was sent here to ceeded Reed.
PUT INTO PUUL1C DOMAIN
After being discharged by the San
compelitlng lines?" asked Severance.
caused tremendous excitement; In the While here he peddled medicines. He assist Santa Fe detectives Investigate
Washington.. Jan. f. By an execuand run to earth the perpetrators of ta Fe. Reed went to work for the
"Within certain territory, yes." recrowded building and street. It oc- - was 35 years old.
tive order the military reservation at
the recent attempts to wreck Santa New Mexico Midland railway, the Of White Southern Parentage plied the witness.
Davis. Texas, embracing 800
Fort
Fe trains at the north end of the local short roud between the Carthage coal
territory?"
what
"Within
In An Uncalled-for- .
Most
Thursday mines and San Antonio, and It Is said
yards, became infuriated
"At Chicago, for Instance, the Union acres of land, haying become uselsss
transLINER FORTY WORKMEN BUR night because someone refused to that he has a strong Xol'Jing among
Pacific would compete for business to for military purposes has been
MAIL
PACIFIC
Vicious Article
talk to him over the telephone and the miners, as well ad a arge number
against the Illinois Central, ferred to the cohtsMt of the secretary
coast
the
attacked the telephone receiver with I of natives employed on the Midland.
which sought business to be handled of the interior for disposition.
The Midland is a Phelps-Dodg- e
a heavy shovel. The Instrument was
to the west by way of .New Orleans
'
IN RAILROAD
IED
IS
literally broken to pieces. The offense proposition and not at all friendly to To The Evening Citizen.
and the Southern Pacific. Not all ALLEGED GERMAN 1IOR.
corpor
though
two
Fe,
the
the
HUltS IV IV EST AFRICA.
was committed In the saloon of John
Santa
Having read in the January issue business was competitive, but there
Berlin. Jan. 5. An Inquiry was beBanchi. Persons who saw Baca In ations are doing business together, of The Barbarian, the one In search was competition at a number of
gun into the charges of gros cruelty
handling
other'i
slightly
was
say
rage,
road
the
the
latter
he
that
birthright,
his
on
of
his
points."
article
the
IN
CAVE
CUT
practised by urmy officers In German
coal from San Antonio to El Paso lynching, we beg to make the followIntoxicated at the time.
southwest Africa towards the native.
There are no new developments in This strained relation between the ing contradictions and to question the PITTSBURG AND
fight said to have grown out of the roads is said to have lent fuel to the writer's veracity in his assertions.
LAKH ERIE CANAL, Several officers in the Cameroons in
are named
discharging by the Santa Fe of Sec- fight between the section men, each
D,
In
We
"AnPittsburg.
26:4,
It Is now charge of detachments
are
told
Pa..
Proverbs
Life Rafts of City of Panama Thirteen Dead and Fifteen In tion Foreman Reed, though there is a road taking the part of its employes. swer not a fool according to his folly, estimated that us Jan.
that n first lieutenant
much us $100,000,- - and it is alleged an
expedition against
lest thou also be like unto him." We 000 will be required for the con at the head of
jured Have Already Been
refused to
Have Floated Into War-del- l
feel assured that although the writer structlon of the Pittsburg and Lake the Cohohos tribe, whichto
submit, had the natives
tha numthe
plan
Includes
Is
to
we
replying
The
Jew,
are
a
canal.
whom
Rrle
Recovered.
Beach.
he will not In his aversion to every- deepening of the Ohio river to the ber of 87. all killed, and their bodies
thrown Into the
thing coming from a Christian source, mouth of the Beaver, the deepening put Into baskets and
captain lx accused
Another
river.
Mahoning
to
writrecognize
being
river
as
the
of
to
the
Beaver
refuse
this
blowing three natives, who were
BERESFORD BROTHERS ARE
MERCHANTS EXCHANGE
ten especially for him and his people. river and finally u cunul across tho of
ot theft, from the mouths of
accused
Ohio,
county,
and
We
Jefferson
people
God.
divide
trust
in
the chosen
of
AFTER BROTHER'S ESTATE
DO NOT CREDIT LOSS
canons.
An ornclal nameu scninioi
to
down
locks
and
according
we
to
dams
answer
of
series
cannot
that
with beating the natives
It Is plan Iswithcharged
his folly, the folly of blaspheming the the level of Luke Krle.
until they were maimed
sticks
enough
deep
pure
persons
canal
to
the
names
as
ever
make
of as
trod ned
Uingen, Hs8e, Jan. 5. Forty work
atrocities of a grave
life
San Francisco, Jan. 5. No further
and
other
for
here,
at
the
your
to
blaspheming
harbor
to
the
udmlt
the
this earth. In
alleged
news has yet been received here bear- men were buried yesterday evening
are
and will be Inquirnature
AlMonongahela
and
pure
virgins
names of these
and those Junction of the
principal
ing on the fate of the Pacific mail in a cut of the new railroad between
Into.
witnesses
ed
The
any
Ohio,
rivers,
the
and
leghany
of
of the sacred and honorable title
implicated
are
liner, City of Panama, which sailed Lamscheid and Lcinlngen. The dead Special to The Evening Citizen.
governor commute the sentence, and mother,
we trust Rabbi, that we may craft that sails the great lakes, for against the officers
In
men
and
fifteen
bodies
of
thirteen
Cameroons.
the
mlsslnnuireH
from
from hers Monday last for southern
rewas
M.
Dougherty
H.
Attorney
ship
discharging
here
purpose
ton,
Though
6.
your
it
of
M.,
never be in
class. We trust,
the
Socorro, N.
Jan.
ports.. According to a telephone mes- jured workmen have been recovered,
tained to lend his legal ability to the that we may know whereof we speak, ments of Iron ore and other com- Her Iernburg, the colonial director,
sage received from Pescadero,
a full Inlast The embankment had collapsed bury Is said that some clandestine move- cause.
Imagimay
not speak as our
modities from the lake country. The stated thnt there would be
that we
night, two life rafts came ashore at ing two men. To rescue them large ments are being made to bring presAs yet Sals has shown no sign of nation and unwarranted sense of su- ships will receive coal, Iron und steel vestigation Into the charges and punthe Wardell beach, sixteen miles south parties of other laborers employed sure to bear upon Governor Hager-ma- n fear. He ats well and sleeps much, periority prompts us as has done our here, for delivery at lake ports, or ishment of all officials convicted of
of Pescadero, yesterday morning On along the line were Immediately set
which will cause him to stay, if and was found to be mentally sound honorable friend, the Rabbi. In be- even for foreign shipments by way the charges.
them were boat hooks, a barrel of to work, when a second cave In oc not absoluteley commute the death yesterday when
by Dra. C. half of the southern women about of the Welland canal. Sometime, it
is
rescue
dan
of
work
water and a box of crackers. Later curred. The
sentence to one of life imprisonment, O. Duncan, of Socorro, und A. E. whom you have Inexcusably prevari- Is expected, navigation will proceed RAISING FUND FOR
possibility
gerous
of
owing
to
the
in the day two more life rafts came
IRISH HOME RULE.
it is generally believed that Sals, the Bessette and Hackney, of San Mar-cia- l. cated, I must say "my blood bolls from the canal, down the Ohio river
ashore similarly equipped, while oft fresh masses of earth falling. It Is condemned murdered, will hang next
Baltimore. Mil., Jan. C. There will
Mississippi and the Gulf of
d
to
as
the
do
I
I
and
whenever
read"
are
probable
bodies
that still fifteen
shore a large quantity of wreckage
There is a strong sentiment here this morning in The Barbarian your Mexico. Offers for a large amount of he a public reception and muss meetFriday, as sentenced by Judge Parwas seen floating. The life rafts were beneath the fallen earth.
again Ht any Interference being made appropriately named periodical, for the stock and bond Issues have been ing here tomorrow night In honor of
ker.
marked the City of Panama
Abran Baca, representing a strong with the carrying out of ttie sentence nothing save a true barbarian would made but us the promoters thought the visit of the Hon. Thomas Ketth-- .
The City of Panama carried besides ENGLISH NOBILITY WILI
The hanging 1" set for make such utterances as you have control was sought for prominent M. P.. and the lion. Richard Hasle-loof the Baca family, was active of the court.
faction
TAKK IUIOTIIER'S WIvVLTII in circulating a petition to have the Friday, January 11.
members of
the o facers and fifty-si- x
M. P., the Irish convoys sent to
made about such pure beings as they. railroad corporations they were rethe crew, sixty passengers.
London. Jan. 6. Lord Charles and
I ask you, as an honorable (?) Rabbi, fused us it is for the public Interest this country by the liisli parliamen.
fiat Still There Is Horn-Marcus Beresford. It Is announced,
as a leader of a people, as a man, do that the canal should be free from tary parly to raise funds for the
Han Francisco, Jan. 6. Officials of
leave for the United States at an
you believe the southern white wo- rail road domination against which it cause of home rule. The
he Merchants' Exchange here do noteary ,jUy iQ realize on the estate of INDIANS PUT IN JAIL
will be hebl at the Maryland theatre
ARRIVES ALIVE; WAITING
man Is proverbially lazy, incapable of was proposed to operate.
believe that the steamer City of Pa- j their brother, Belaval Beresford, who
after which there will be speeches
earning
incapable
anything,
of
doing
naras has been wrecked. The vea- wa8 killed In a railroad wreck in N.
a program of Irish music.
and
the salt that goes Into the bread she DIVIDENDS 11)11 THIS
sel, which left port about 2 p. m., nukota. The estate Is valued at near-laCORTEGE IS DISMISSED eats?
IN DEFAULT OF BONDS
LARGE. Speeches wll be delivered by the Hon.
you
ARE
MONTH
do, I Bay that if wisIf
j
Monday, was sighted at 6 p. m. y $1,000,000 and was left equally
Washington, Jan. 5. Considerably Michael J. Kelly. of Philadelphia,
dom would land you among the saints
the same date, off Point Lobas. A j divided between them and the son of
will be paid president of the united Irish league
in hell if this more than $180,000,000
to
you'll
land
be
Bure
strong northwest gale was blowing tne i,lte XVm. Beresford,
another PI Fill. O BRAVES CHARGED WITH
5.
your this month In dividend und Interest In the United Slates; the governor,
Okla.,
Guthrie,
as
Jan.
a
basis
of
were
question
Guthrie
taken
unri Rhfk iu
headed north at the t.uiiiiiiri.
- in
A bill of $20u for Ills own funeral exdisbursements throughout the coun- mayor. Cardinal Gibbons. Secretary
being Judged.
ASSAULT WITH INTENT TO
time. It Is surmlssed that she ship- digpenses,
even
Is not depend- try. This is considerably larger than Bonaparte und others. A sum of over
woman
the
Included
which
southern
The
KILL AWAIT GRAND JURY
ped several heavy seas and had tem- MARKET FOR HAY
ging of a grave In the Stroud ceme- ent, body or soul upon uny man, and was ever before disbursed in one $2,000 has already been raised by
porarily changed
her course to
Messrs Kettle
ACTION.
IN NEWFOUNDLAND.
tery, was paid this week by Pink does not recognize any man as her month, und will exceed that paid In private subscriptions.
straighten out things. Her life rafts,
1906, by several millions. and llazleton will visit other cities in
Is the unJanuary.
adBond, a liveryman, of Kendrlck.
this
to
master
According
"and
and
lord
Boston,
Jan.
t.
which were kept partially provision- vices from Newfoundland hay will be
the eastern slat-- .
When he stepped from a train varnished truth." Hence she is not Up to the present time 185 Industrial,
Five Pueblo Indians were arraigned
ed, may have been swept away durrail
ami
playcorporations
toy,
service,
compublic
his
slave,
his
scarce
th3
husband's
very
and
her
New
expensive
brough
back
from
Craig,
In
him
George
Justice
which
of
court
the
ing the gale and would have had just ing winter, the price having already
W s ON.-.I- S
ICE II R- of precinct 26, this morning, charged Mexico, after a year's absence, he mate und does not acquiesce in every- roads and 70 New York City banks
about time to drift to Wardell beach, reached
VESl TO BE LARGE.
a probability, with assault with intent to kill. They was confronted by his wife and other thing he does, for she recognizes that und trust companies have declared
ton,
with
a
$26
where the finding of three rafts markMilwaukee, Jan. t,. - lie tutting
view of the small stock held by were remanded to Jail In default of relatives In deep mourning, who had she has brains, as well as her ability, dividends for January amounting to
ed "City of Panama" gave rise to the in
due in commenced on like Michigan today
The interest
to $28 or $30 $250 bonds each to uwuit the action accompanied a hearse to the station with the sweat of her brow to make $61,345,973.
an
advance
dealers,
of
rumor of the loss of the vessel. The
January on outstanding bonds of fifi'.i and dealers in ibis city expect a kmm1
is duo to the short- of the grand Jury.
expecting to take Bond's dead body her own living.
City of Panama Is due to arrive at aageton. This rise
harvest. Some new Ice Is already on
unwarvery
industrials, etc., amounts to $94,768,-11an
evident
Is
In the province of Quebec, from
There
were
In
brought
burial.
to
from
Stroud
for
The Indians
M iKutlan tomorrow.
due the market us the old supply Is pro'-- "
Interest
amount
of
'.he
while
In
the
assertion
lie
that
the
ranted
which place Newfoundland Is princi- Isleta last Monday by Constable Jim
Several days previously the wife
n the Milwaukee
pally supplied. There Is now none to Smith. They were urrested In con- received a message from New Mexico southern white woman knows and on government bonds Is $105,626,317 lieally exhausted.
'HA RLES SCHWAB'S III'GE
lee has formed to the thickness
and
river
dividends
these
of
making
a
total
concubin
country
farminstitution
as
well
the
the
dispose
knows
the
Inin
of
upon
an
an
assault
nection with
CY AN HUNG. PLANT.
that Bond was very low and could not
in the south. Tliero interest disbursements amounting to of about ten inches and on the It Is
Carson City, Nev., Jan. 6. The ers wild require all for their own use. dian named Padla by one of his sons, recover, advising her not to start for age that exists
and other Interior lakes
system
The largest amount to
Into
In existence. It is $176,972,290.
Imported
hay
such
no
Is
quantities
of
The
was
an
In
condition.
Intoxicated
who
huge mill erected by Charles
New Mexico, as she would arrive too
foot thick. The ice this
one
nearly
during
the
dividends
among
in
some
be
to
disbursed
according
and
outlaws
1905
In
true
Newfoundland
that
Indians,
are
concenseveral
amalgamating,
of whom
The
for
late to see her husband alive. Soon beings not worthy of the name of men month by any one corporation Is
Is forming more satisfactorily
season
as
were
follows:
customs
returns
upon
the
Padilla,
sons of
their afterward she received another mesturned
trating and cyaniding in the Bullfrog
the
$77,-45which will be paid by the than in previous s asons otvlng to unt-.
brother and beat him up. The In- sage that the body would be shipped there ure connections that will not
district commenced operations today. Canada, 6,718 tons, valued at
weather has been
the
Telegraph
tact
that
Telephone
und
are
description
us
tons,
American
valued
there
lucid
134
States,
bear
United
precarious
In
Is
to
be
a
a
said
dian
It will deal with 6.000 tons of ore
to Kendrick. She made all arrange- elsewhere and among other people, company. The next largest amount forinly cold
with no thaws coining
per
$3
is
hay
on
duty
$2,164.
The
at
ssn
will be
condition.
day and a charge of $5 a
ments. Incurred all funeral expenses,
Shore and between to form slush Ire. Owing to
The affray Is said to have been the had the grave dug. met the train but to say that tho system of concu- Is $2,967,990 by the Lake
made for milling custom ores. The 2,000 pounds.
wages
of
increase
York the general
New
The
bareMichigan
is
Southern.
a
south
In
the
binage
exists
partaken
booze
plant U the largest of its kind In the
result of too much
with a hearse and then fainted when faced lie yes, I might say bear-face$2, 241.63s, making throughout the country labor will cost
pay
to
is
Central
RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION
evening
sevDecemlooking
on
the
of
Schwab Is
world.
after
at a fiesta
stepped from the train alive.
more this season but It is not expect1ST IN NEW YORK CITY. ber 27th. The Indians, who beat up Bond
for If It had the bear face it would $5,209,628 to be paid by the two
eral ,new properties in this district.
ed there will be nn increase in the
companies.
no more horrible, and worthy of
New York, N. Y., Jan. 6. Gregory the wayward son, are said to have
be
LARGE AUTOMOBILE
price ot ice as l here are Indications
Gershuny,- the Russian revolutionist, been "muy boracho, tambien."
disdain than It deserves as it has been
GIGA WTIO POWER PLANT
'
e
SHOW IN IRELAND. stated.
SLAVE RAIDING IN THE
that this kind of weather will
FOR COITON MILLS. addressed a mass meeting of Russians
EASTERN SOUDAN
until lie- depleted lee houses
not "grin
does
6. Under the auspices
woman
Dublin,
Jan.
southern
The
Columbus, Ga., Jan. 6. Owing to in the east side last night after which
CUE... ENGLISH ACTOR
London, Jan. 6. Slave dealing Is are full) stored up.
She stands up for the
of the Irish automobile club a show and bear."
l tie great Increase in the demand for a sum of $5,000 was collected for the
TO VISIT AMERICA of motor cars was opened in the royal ritht and the preservation
of her aKuln very active In Nubian and -Barapower by the local cotton mills a revolutionary cause In Russia. Oers-hun- y
...
r. IRISH M U kl lll I. Foil
luginiia biiu a,
London, Jan. E. Bcerbohm Tree society's grounds by Lord Iveagh this honor und so do all southern men; u
escaped from a Siberian prison
200. 0M horse power plant Is about to
THE UNITED Si I ES.
in the eastThere are exhibits from men not in name alone, but men in slave raids are reported
be constructed or the Chattahochee by concealing himself In a sauerkraut lias anounced that be has completed morning.
New York. Jan. 5. The shipments
Berlin und New reality, men In the fullest sense of ern Soudan. At a me. ting of the
river, between Columbus and West burrel. In his speech he pictured the arrangements by which he will visit London, France.
Repression society In the Albert of Irish mackerel to this country to
point, where there are some very condition of Russlun and the cruel America next uutuinn with his "An- York. The American Vice Consul A. the term, men who will stand un Slave today
A
resolutions were passed d.ite have been S'i.&S) barrels.
fclberlu, thony and Cleopatra" compuny. The D. Piatt, who has taken u great inter- flinchlngly before the muzzle of a hall
in
heavy falls which will be utilized. treatment of prisoners
government tu take Im- j curing establishment has been estabcalling
on
the
of
was
means
ever
preserve
saw
to
by
powerful
company
the
most
bhow
to
the
tied
est
is
the
be.
in
cannon,
being
he
the
of
whom
backed
numbers
need
is
if
which
project
The
lished in West Cork. IcUmt. ami a,
wipe out the
in England and the play having over forty exhibits sent from name of woman. Chivalry In Us most mediate steps to existing
the Columbus Power company and a stakes und lashed. Gcrshuny will ad- collected
in the Sou- fishing Meet formed to mtet the de-...... ..!... In Ufu U ilubtu'u ft,..,,,'.. the United Stall's.
customs
lieu- - exalted sense has not yet passed out
inTbe
lord
meeting
In
of
the
will
capitalists
dress
eastern
furtherance
of
number
dan, which were stated to be as much inn nd for Iii.-- ti ii aeUfif l in tbis emoRussian revolutionary cause In a U is the most superbly staged In the tenant and vice rfK.il party are preb
volve an expenditure of over
century
a
In evidence as
as.
(Continued on Pag Five.)
history of Shakesperlan productions, ent.
the large cities in the eastern states.

LIEUT. BACA MAKES SCENE

N SAN ANTONIO SALOON

Infuriated Policeman Attacks Telephone RABBI KAPLAN
Because Some One Refuses
ATTACKS PURE
to Talk to Him.
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a Vlenese actress. The
has Implored Ihe emperor
to take care of these children. It Is
staled here nn authority Ihnt his
majesty will give the sum of 200,000
crowns for the malntalnance of the
children, hut the Archduke Ferdinand has announced thnt he will Ignore them. The mother of the children was present with Archduke
otto, in the garb of a nurse until his
death, retiring only when some member of the royal family paid a visit
to the sick room.
years,
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SHIPPING

Toilet Goods

IN
Wc try lo keep In mock all the
well known and reliable Toilet
lYrpnrntlon on the market. If
we haven't what you want we
will gel It for you. AVe arc able
lo always nerve your Interests
In Hie bod olble way.

30.

HutTalo.

FOR ITSELF
Company Formed to Buy Second Hand Cargo Steamers
And Charge Less.

HOME

(ME

CROP

1851
Louis Kossuth. Hungarian
patriot, arrives at Washington and
with masterly eloquence pleads before congress for his oppressed countrymen.
1853 Gadsden purchase made by
treaty, averting war mid setling Mexican boundary dispute.
1860 Gen.
Scott communicates
directly with the president, and asks
permission to send 250 recruits to
Fort Sumter without the knowledge
of the war department.
1X61
K. G. Spauldlng.
of New
York, introduces before house the
original legal tender bill.
Peer-i-

COLLECTED

IN BRAZIL

Experiment In Women Farmers Is
to Be Made In the State
of Texas.

btr

31.

Congress charters Hank of
North America.
1793 Jefferson resigns as secretary of state because the government
adopts the policy of neutrality, instead of aiding France against England.
1862 Ironclad
Monitor founders
oft Cape Hatteraa.
1862 President Lincoln signs the
act admitting West Virginia Into the
union.
1893 Opinion of Justice Harlan,
of the tiering Sea court of arbitration,
made public.
1

7M

Francisco, Jan. 5. A great
shtppinx combine has been formed
in Japan, having already a fleet of
ssmrty 200.000 tons. Its rapltal In
3T.GM.000 of which half represents
January J .
ttw value of the existing fleet. The
1752 Parliament enacts that the
remainder Is to be devoted to
beginning of the new year shall be
second hand cargo steam-9- changed
from March 25 to January
pa tn Knglnnd. A number are
1, in England and her colonies,
beinK negotiated
for. Tho
1776 Union tlag first unfurled In
wampanr ha established services to
pur-wuin-

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Occidental

East Railroad

Hokaido. Jaca. Vladivos-Nort- h
China. Hong Kong. Manila. Hawaii. America, the South Sa
and India. Tho operations of the
crrnipHTijr's fleet l.i sure, to have a series effect on Hritish steamship com-ttJlas the Japanese are already
wentAng freight charges from the
far east to British and the other con-ntports.
al

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold
Gold

lllling

Crowns
Painless Kxlraeting

ALL

2.-.- 0a

m

purs-ton-

a.

at

January

&.

Columbus sails for Spuin In
the Nina.
1838 President Van l'.uren issues
proclamation warning Americans not
to aid in the Canadian revolt.
1849 Announcement of the Invention of magnetic clock by Dr. Locke.
1863 House passes bill appropriating 210,000,000 to aid the state of
Missouri to voluntarily emancipate Its
slaves.
1877 Sioux Indians overtaken and
by General Miles;
again defeated
they scatter, und the Sioux war ends.
1492

irri:!T imkin; inos.
Uutte. MonL, Jan. 5. The United
Mates assay officer In Montana. H.
H. Tatent, has JuhI published his revolt on the output of gold, silver,
SHper and lead for 190!;. which
aimwa an increase of over
aa compared with the previous
iear. Tlie value of gold mined Is
J4; silver J17, 395.912: copper
Ws.lS5.177. and lead 1227.161. mak-- a
total of 270.677.584. the largest
n the history of the slate. Mr. Tatem
that the 1906 production Bware of Ointments for Catarrh That
wfceti completed will amount to nearContain Mercury.
ly 6 per
more than for i:if.
us mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely derange the
wholo system when entering it through
CIII3illtKN
thH mucous
surfaces.
8ur.h articles
OK AIM'lim RK tKITO. should never be used except on presreputable
criptions
from
as
5.
Trieste. Austria. Jan.
The let- Ihe damage (hey will do physicians,
la ten fold to
ters! and documents of the late
e
ihe. uood you can possibly derive from
Otto were made public today, them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
tiy
J. Chimney & Co., contains no
a heing addressed
to
Kmperor mercury,
and Is taken internally, acting
Joseph and the other to Archduke Oirectly
upon tho Mood and mucous surKraus Ferdinand, disclosing the fact faces of ihe system. In buying Hall's
Im sure you get the genUssl he was the father of two CatarrhIt Cure
Is taken internally and made
natural children, ageil five and six uine.
in Toledo. Ohio hy K. J. Cheney & t'o.

..?

tnt
iTI'Kj

12,

YOV

IVsliftifmiuls free.
Sold

I

y druegiHiM.

Price,

75c.

per

uot-tl- e

Take Hall's Kamily Pills for constitution.

otici: meeting
of MF.irriM;.

JaiTTERS
The Bitters

is

truly

a

wonderful medicine for run

down systems. It
strengthens and
and
tones

thus cures

Dyspepsia,

Costiveness, Liver

Troubles,

Indigestion,

Chilis, Colds and General Debility. Try it, also
ask ycur druggist for u free

copy of our 1907

Alma-as-

It's very entertaining

c.

50c

B. F. COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO

GUAR-ANTKK-

HLDG.

WANT
TO MAKE

MONEY?

of-Ic- e,

Dec. 29. 1906.

Notice Is hereby given that Santiago Griego of Carpenter, N. M.. has
filed notice of his intention to make
proof in support of
final tlve-yehis claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
10.301 made Nov. 20. 1906. for the
HV4 NEVi and lots 1 and 2, Section
3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and
that said proof will be made before
H. W. S. Otero. United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
M., on Feb. 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Venceslado Griego, Salomon Griego. Darlo Chavez and J. R. Carpenter, all of Carpenter. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
ar

NOTICK

The annual
of the stockholders of the Hank of Commerce
will be held at Its banking house, on
Monday. January 7th. 1907, for the
election of directors for the ensuing
year, and for the transaction of any
other business that may properly
come before the meeting.
w. S.
Stilckler. Cashier.
Danger of u Cold and Hom lo .oid
Them.
More fatalities have their origin In
or result from a cold than from any
other cause. This fact alone should
make people nioro careful as there is
no danger whatever from a cold when
it Is properly treated in tho beginning.
For many years Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been recognized as the
most prompt and effectual medicine
In use for this disease.
It acts on nature's plun, loosens the cough, relieves the lungs, opens the secretions
and aids nature In restoring the system to a healthy condition. Sold by
all druggists.
o
For any disca.--e uf the skin there is
nothing better than Chamberlain's
Salve.
It relieves the itching and
burning sensation instantly and soon
effects a cure. Sold by all druggists.

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
Office ut Santa Fc, N. M.

Lund

Dec. 29. 1906.

Notice Is hereby given that Luclo
Ortega of Chilill, N. M.. has filed notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
6,702 made Dec. 10, 1901, for tho
WVj NKK and E
NW. Section
12, Township 8 N., Range 6 E., und
that said proo' wll be mude before
II. W. S. Otero. United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
M
on Feb. 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, und cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortega,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
ar

all of Chilill, N. M.
MANUEL

Arch-4hnk.-

Ifi

SV

If you do, write the Occidental Life
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their Inducements to energetic men
and women to sell Us new guaranteed dividend policy. Some of our
salesmen are making $200 a week.
Why can't you do It. Perhaps you
can If you will try. We want a hustling representative In every town In
New Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy
tive.
to talk, easy to sell and honest In
1879 Specie payments
resumed, every particular.
after 17 years suspension.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
January 2.
New Mexico and Arizona, home
1779 Congress calls for contribuAlbuquerque, N. M.
tion from the states of six millions
annually for 18 years to form a sinkNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ing fund.
1872 Brigham Young surrenders Department of the Interior,
Land
himself for trial.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

ed

MONTANA'S CHIKAT MKTAI,

SI. 50 up

WORK ABSOLUTELY

ROOM

the camp of Cambridge, Mass.
1777 Congres authorizes Franklin
to negotiate a treaty with Spain.
1781 Revolt In the army; Washington's men are without food, pay,
and clothing.
1808 Importation of slaves is prohibited by act of congress.
1815 British In
Louisiana again
attack Gen. Jackson, and are signally defeated.
1862 Government surrenders Mason and Slidcll, the captured confederate commissioners, on the demand of the British ministry.
1863 Abraham Lincoln issues his
emancipation proclamation as a war
measure.
1871 New tariff becomes opera-

IHtAZUJAN makkktk
.
UIjIJTTKI) WITH
Santos. Uraxll,
jan. 5. Though
careful plana were made to curtail
etlveries of coffee here nearly
bags were sent down, and
fAerHuy tho Sao Paulo railway sta-Jsfare had In store nearly 250,000
waraof which 22,000 were paying
The crop for Hao I'aulo
adorn Is now calculated at 17.000,000
avsa and the next crop at 8.000,000
r 3.O0,OOO for the two season:).
Thf" estimate for the Rio crop this
aiauwu Is 2,600,000 bags.
The loan
SS.000.oeo
for valorization
has
smw been arranged nnd will receive
tfca endorsement of the government
January 3.
once.
The two seasons' crop
1777 Battle of Princeton; Washarhich win be dealt with at Rio de
and defeats part of
Janeiro are estimated to come up to ington surprises
Corn wal lis' army.
XiutDO.000 bags.
1780 Benedict Arnold
appointed
brigadier general In the British army.
WreillMKNIlNii WITH
January 4.
WOMKN FOK l AIIMKItS.
1790 Second session of the first
Tjatreston, Tex.. Jan.
5. A woman" experiment in farming Is be- -; congress opens in New York; Presiattempted In this state under the dent Washington orally addresses the
leadership of Miss Mary Ilaydon. a two houses, assembled to hear him.
1863 Capt. John Ericsson exhibits
ssmreJiat of Chicago.
She has
6.000 acres of land for the a vessel in which caloric or heat Is
IHirpoae of founding a woman's the motive power.
1858 An election of Kansas state
toiiy.
Miss Haydon and her asso-teall of whom are unmarried officers held under the constitution;
ladies, are going In for light farming the Lecompton constitution Is submitted to the popular vote and resaid tnvlte women with small capital jected.
r "useful" women without capital to
1893 President Harrison issues a
Juln them. Women may have their
of umnesty to Mormons
Jhnnbands accompany them if. It Is proclamation
absolutely unavoidable, but no man liable to prosecution for polygamy
who will refrain from polygamous
mUl have unjr voice in the manage-surmarriage.
of the colony.
tiOI-'FEK-

venue

Colo Phone, Black .10.

1

ronona.

Life BuHiling.

Corner Broadway and

ir

lr

WANTED A capable" girl for general
house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
WA NTED A girl for general ho"uSc-worMrs. Robert Putney, 615
west copper avenuo.
WANTKD
Carrier for small paper
route; must have horse and buggy.
Good pay to right party. 206 South
Hroadwny.
WANTED People to go to 1. E.
Daniel for first-clas- s
shoe repairing.
Corner Railroad avenue and
Broadway.
WANTED Help furnished and employment of all kinds
secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Sliver avenue. Auto Phone

k.

ien. Montgomery defeated
nnd killed before yuebec; tien. Arnold continues fruitless siege,
1S13 Hrltlsh burn lilack Hock and
177r

PERSONAL PROPERTY

MTAKTKP.

For Fine

AMERICAN HISTORY

JAPAN WILL

SATURDAY,

JANUARY

iw7.

ft,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

.irchdiiKe

NTEREST1NG

EVENING CITIZEN.

R.

oTHRo.

Register.

NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION.
Iiepartmeiit of the Interior.
Land
office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 29. l:06.
Notice
hereby given that Jesus
Ortega of Chilill. N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make tinal
is

five-yeproof In support
of his
claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
6,703 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
SWli SWli. Section 1, W i NW!4
and NWVi SW '.4 . Section 12, Township 8 N., Range 6 E.. and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero. United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Feb. 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, und cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortego,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
all of Chilill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

"It

Curts! of Lung Trouble.

is now eleven years since

bad
a narrow escape from consumption,"
writes C. o. Floyd, u leuding business
man of Kershaw, S. C. "1 hud run
down in weight to 135 pounds, and
couching v.aa constant, both by day
and by ni:ht.
Finally I began taking Dr. King's New Discovery, und
continued this for about slx months,
when my cough und lung trouble Were
entirely gone and 1 was restored to
my normal weight, 170 pounds."
Thousands of persons uru healed
every year. Guaranteed by all druggists.
50c and $100.
Trial bottle
4

''''

1

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as high as $200. Ioans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
possess'on.
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Cull
id
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from till
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
On

five-room-

two-stor-

50-ac- re

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

1

0Kn Evening.

270.

second-han- d
WANTED
Gentleman's
clothing. No. 515 South Flrot
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will cull. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Rids for the construction
of hotel building at Helen. N.
M. Plans can be seen at the office
of E. B. Crlsty, architect,
Albuquerque, N. M. The John Becker
Company, Helen, N. M.
WANTEDTeams The Santa Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
good
All
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
HELP WANTED.
WANTED Gentleman or lady of
fair education to truvel for mercantile house of large capital. Territory at home or abroad to suit.
Weekly salary of $1,000 per year
and expenses. Address Joseph A.
Alexander, Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Energetic,
trustworthy
man or woman to work in New
Mexico, representing
large manufacturing company. Salary $50 to
$90 per month, paid weekly. Expenses advanced. J. II. Moore, Albuquerque, N. M.
SALESMEN WANTED.
WANTKD- - .Salesman, experienced in
any line to sell general trade In
New Mexico.
An unexcelled specialty proposition, commissions with
$35 weekly for expenses. The Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, O.
WANTED Salesmen. Tocarry as
side line our advertising fans, calendars, signs and novelties. Best
line out. Good commissions. Write
for terms. Mahon Novelty Co., Kenton, Ohio.
WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line;
high commissions with $100 monthly advance. Permanent position to
right man. Jess. 11. Smith Co.. Detroit, Michigan.
FOR RENT.
New
FOR RENT
618 North Sixth
house, modern.
street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room;
gentleman only. 723 West Copper
avenue.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent reasonable.
Apply r?!ir 624 West Railroad.
cottage
FOR
RENT Furnished
Apply at
flats; very reasonable.
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and TIJeraa avenue. Inquire
at Lommori & Matteucci, 624
West Tijeras avenue.
FOR RENT A
farm, 5 miles
north; with good pastures and free
water rights. Address P. O. Box 65
Albuquerque. N. M.
Nicely furnished
FOR
RENT
rooms, $1.25 to $1.50 per week;
25c to 50c per night. Also rooms
for light housekeeping.
The Minneapolis House, 524 South Second
street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE.
Ft) R S A LE G ood ."gen t le cow. 701
South High street.
FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new.
315 S. Third street.
PORVLEA'llOO' piano for $1"(J.
Call 109 West Tijeras avenue.
FOR SALE Thirty range mares in
good condition.
Oscar iiffreing,
llernullllo, N. M.
FOR SALE A good paying business
best location in the city. W. II. Mc- Mllllon, 211 West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Majority of stock In established und paying retail business. Incorporated. Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Dally Citizen.
For SALE OR " TRAIjE 'Fifteen
room house. No. 724 South Second
street for property in California.
Write John Klick. 431 Eust Second street. Long Beach, California.
house,
FuR SALE Fouileen-roofurnished or unfurnished, electrio
light, city water. 315 S. Third St.
Mrs. M. A. Schach.
1,IIU0 buys the neatest
FOR SALE
house tn the city, right on
a Third street corner, 70 feet frontage. This property should sell for
$2,000, for It is well worth $2,000,
but owner says "sell for half value,"
so here is your chance. Albuquerque Junk company, 506 South Second street.

LOANS.

Nice, New, 6 Room

With Ample Meant and IJnaurpassod Facilities.

HOUSE
Finely Furnished, 1'lrcplttcv,
Horse.
Buggy, Harness, Hay, Etc.

$3300

fit Emk

tellies
Htm Wssim

Ql

j

egossgoas-

POR TERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

REAL ESTATE. "
PURCHASERS- for"a!l
kinds of properties In New Mexico.
What have you for sale? General
offices, St. Louis, Mo. Branch
Kansas City, Mo., Memphis,
Tenn., San Antonio, Texas, Oklahoma City, Okla. Local offices
everywhere. Address Southwestern
Sules Co. 451 odd Fellows' Bldg.,

Wu'llAVK

of-llc-

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Boliclu

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presluent; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. ana Cashier- - W
Johnson, ast, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldrldge. Solo-- J
'
mon
A. M. Blackwall, Geo. Arnot, O. E. CraaweU.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FC

FSY.

St. Louis, Mo.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK I

LAWYERS.

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

32 F.St.,
Pensions,
copyrights,
caveats,
trade marks, claims.
V. I. Hi van.

patents,
letter patents,
land

It.

ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office.
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office,
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
l)K. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett building.
over O'Rlelly's drug store, Automat
ic phone 238.
Appointments made
by mall.
Edmund J. Alger, P. P. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

ALBUQUERQUE,

OmCCRB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA S. RATNOLDS
President
M. W. FLOURNOY
vice President
FRANK McKKB
Cashier
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RATNOLDS
Director
U. S. DEPOITORY
Capital
Authorized
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

PR. it.

L.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
. .
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

HI sr.

T. Aruiljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo.. Red 115
A. BORPERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $6.
ARCHITECTS
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Burnett building, Albuquerque, N.
M.
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
N

i

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Physician nnd Surgeon.
Rooms 11 und 13. N. T. Armiio
building.
6-- 8,

1500,000.80
1250,000.00

Depository for Atchison, Topeka k Santa Fe Railway Company

Pit. J. It. IIAYNES

Office,

MEW MEXICO

Interest Paid on Time Deposits .
Safety Deposit loxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts

We Want Your

the Wor.J

Banking Business

DIRECTOR
Wm. Farr. J. 13. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
varus, j. a. weinman. r . H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N. Marron.

v. a.

46-4-

J. It.

nrivell.
Room L'3. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
I

Tho. K. P. Muildison.
Office with W. II. Childers.
West Gold avenue.
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HIDDEN DANGERS.

Nature Gives Timely Warnings That
mo Albuquerque Citizen Can
Afford to Ignore.
Danger Signal No. 1 comes from the
kidney secretions.
They will warn
you when the kidneys are sick. Well
kidneys excrete a clear, amber fluid.
Sick kidneys sent', out a thin, pale
and foamy, or a thick, red.
urine, full of sediment and Irregular of
passage.
Danger Slgnul No. 2 comes from
the back. Back pains, dull and heavy,
or sharp and acute, tell you of bIck
kidneys and warn you of the coming
of dropsy, dia'ieteg and Bright'
disease. Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick
kidneys and euro thorn permanently.
J. J. loung of Raton, N. M., passen- Kr engineer between Las Vegas and
Hat on, nays: "I used Doan's Kidney
Pills and was greatly pleased with the
results I got from them. I had been
having backache and twinges of pain
in my back and also a slight urinary
trouble, ami when I read about Doan's
Kidney Pills I got a box. They cured
mo of the trouble, and I can speak
highly of them. I know of a great
many other railroad men who have
used your remedy with good results."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
NURSERY PRODUCTS
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
AND
SHADE TREES, Slates. Remember tho name
FRUIT
Doan's
SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
and take no other. 3.
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
The Grip.
STREET.
"Before we can sympathize
with
others, we must have suffered ourThe Right Nuuie.
n
selves.
one can realize the sufthe popular fering attendant upon an attack
Mr. August Sherpe.
of
overseer of tho poor at Fort Madison, tho grip, unless he has bad the
actual
la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills experience. There is probably no disare rightly named; they act more ease that causes so much physical and
agreeably, do moro good und make mental agony, or which so successone feel better than uny other laxa- fully defies medical aid. All danger
tive." Guaranteed to cure bilious- from the grip, however, may be avoidness und constiputlou. 2c ut all drug ed by the prompt use of Chamberstores.
lain's Cough Remedy.
Among the
o
tens of thousands v ho huve used this
'lw Counsel Front I In- - South.
remedy, not one case has ever been
"I want to give some valuable ad- reported that bus resulted In pneuvice, to those who suffer with lame monia or
that has not recovered. For
buck and kidney trouble," says J. R. sale by all druggists.
Hlunkeushlp, of Heck, Tenn. "I have
proved to an absolute certulnty that
If you want results In advertising,
Electric Hitlers will positively cure tr- - an Evening Citizen want ad.
The first
this distressing condition.
bottle gave me greut relief und after MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
taking u few more bottles, I was comThvy overcome WmknfM, Irrftru- pletely cured; so completely that II
mM utii W loli. ut.
Itirny
And Liiii " tiain
ol iiu ijctiusv
becomes a pleasure to recommend
. II Muirr"
In n " i Urf are
guarSold
remedy."
under
greut
this
wniiianliou. klIhi
tottriad
$ttl body, ho
vol.
tit or nun
antee by all druggists. Trice 60c.
ttriottu ivmeity for vkoinrii fi'ifclfl
o
I he in, i mtiiei do liniui life
1'oiih't a pifiiHtiiv HI sr Ims
Iron beds, mattresses, couch covers,
JO
MOTI CHEMICAL
portiers, 117 Oold avenue. Horradaile
..i'.
FOR BJlLB BY i a ANN ft SON.
& Co.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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"OLD RELIABLE."
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Sou' h west.

FARM AND

FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILROAD A YEN UK.

OfO&tOXfOfXtaOf
In

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

a Straightforward

M.

I
0
$

Way.

That's bow we do business. Our
methods hero are such as we should
not be ashamed to adopt in private
life.
We handle best varieties
of
rounh and dressed lumber of every
description, all thoroughly seasoned
and carefully assorted, und can supply anything- - in this line at lowest
prices. Any quantity desired, l'rompt
delivery.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

itnnjtr Corner Third and Marquette

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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L. H. PUTNEY
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ESTABLISHED

1

Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Alboqaerqoe, New Mexico
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Prices on Products as Adul
tcrants Were Used to Sell

at Cheaper Rates.
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DEATHS

HUSBAND-WIFE- 'S

&:

.

Begins Monday Morning, January the Seventh

Pin Scratch Caused Death of
Young Denver Nurse. As
Blood Poisoning Ensued
Ttie first striking effect of the pure
food law, which went Into effect January 1, waa the appearance of large
quantities of the different varieties of
pepper and other apices which have
put in their appearance in the city,
all bearing the pure food law label
and the name of well known

m

TTHIS statement alone would be sufficient for all those who need any goods in our line
because these sales have, in a way, become famous, as bargain events in the history
of this city, and this sale will, if anything, surpass all previous efforts as a money saving
institution. We have today a larger and better assortment than we ever had at this
season of the year and are therefore all the more anxious to unload before the spring
season begins. Let us quote you a few prices and call your attention to the Green Tags

A number of stories concerning the

manner in which various articles of
food have been adulterated are going
about.
One of these Is told by a
Puebloan who has a relative In the wholesale feed business
in the east. This party has written
a letter to his people here, stntlng that
the new law will reduce the volume
of his business from fifteen to twenty
per cent. He explains this with the
statement that he has for years been
selling bran In carload lots to a firm
that manufactures prepared spices,
well-know-

1

-

L

INCREASE

PECULIAR

TTHWW.

n

principally pepper.
Consumers will feel the effects of
the new law In the matter of prices,
says a well known merchant who Is
in touch with the market conditions.
All pure food articles, he says, will
advance materially In price, and there
will be little time to anticipate the
unpleasant change in this particular.
This statement is illustrated in the
case of orris root, which is only one
of a thousand other articles that have
been selling cheaper in one form than
another on account of adulteration.
The native root has been selling for
more than twice as much as the imitation. It is believed, however, that
the people will not complain when
they know that they are buying perfectly pure articles instead of the
adulterated ones as heretofore.

Attend This Monster Green Tag Sale!
Men

Men's Suits

SIMILAR DEATH OF
HUSBAND AND WIFE
Jreen Bay, Wis.: A remarkable coincidence Is recalled by the death of
K. J. Newschwander of the
Green
Bay Advocate, which suspended publication a few weeks ago. lie was retiring from prayer meeting and fell
dead on the street of heart disease.
Just nine years ago at the same hour
and almost at the same spot, his wife,
who also was walking home from
prayer meeting, dropped dead of
heart disease.
IMS I'RTOK CAITSES THE
DEATH OF YOI NG NITKSE
Denver: Poisoned by the merest

scratch received from un Infected pin

point. Miss Beuluh Troxel, barely 20
years "old, and for the past three
months a nurse at St. Luke's hospital,
died in that institution, after several
days of suffering. The scratch when
received was so insignificant that the
girl paid no attention to It. The poison
with which the pin was infected took
immediate hold on her system, and
when her condition was called to the
attention of the house physicians,
blood poisoning was in such an ad
vanced stage that no hope was entertained for tne gin s recovery una
her parents were summoned from
her home at Beatrice, Neb. The moth
er responded and was with her
daughter when the end came. The
body will be taken to Ueutrlce for
burial.

s

Boys, Youths Clothing

Overcoats

We have almost one thousand suits on hand on
which we will cut prices; we offer

We have not so very many overcoats on hand but
those we do have are desirable and stylish

We still have an excellent line of school suits, sizes
6 to 15, all new and

$ 8.75

Black Dress Overcoats which were $22.50, now . $17.50
7.50
Grey Fancy Overcoats which were 22.50, now . .
8.00
Long Cut Heavy Coats which were 25.00, now
10.75
which
$15,
.
.
$12
to
now
were
Odd Overcoats

School Suits, worth up to $5.00, now $ 3.90
4.90
School Suits, worth up to 7.00, now
9.75
Youth's Suits, formerly $2'00, now
11.75
Suits,
.
.
6.50,
formerly
.
now
Youth's
up to $

All
All
All
All

our suits worth up to $ 2.00
of our suits worth up to 15.00
8.00
of our suits worth up to
of our suits worth up to 24.00
of

1

1

at
at
at
at

....
....
...
,

.

.

.

Every suit in the house has been reduced
nothing reserved

in

.

10.75
1

3.75

18.75

...

A look

price

1

1

All staple merchandise and as good as gold, but
we want to close them out

through these goods will convince you that
our price reductions are big

At Half Price

Yes, and some much cheaper

Men's Caps 25

Stiff Bosom and Negligee Flannel Shirts, also Flannel

worth from 90c to

Every Man and Boy's Cap in the house worth 50c
.00, at this ridiculous price
to

ONE-HAL- F

We have about 20 dozen of Boy's

Boys Shirts and Waists.

Boy's Caps

Cts

te

Boy's
Boy's

At Half Price

At Half Price
All of our Men's and Boy's Sweaters, nothing reserved. Take
them at exactly half their former selling price. They were
75c to 3.50 and are now exactly

1

up-to-da-

$. 25.

Waists,

The prices are cut exactly

in

two on these goods.

1

'

-

We want to close out our Flannel
Shirts and have marked them all
down from 5 to 30 per cent.
1

Ml

N

i:iW KEI'l'SE TKIIMS

OWKKEI

11Y OPEKATOIIM

Uoldfleld: Formal notice was sent
by the officers of the local union of
the Western Federation of Miners to
the mine ewners and operators of the
Ooldfield district that the hitter's
of the
proposlUon for settlement
strike had been indefinitely tabled.
This amounts to throwing down the
gaunlet for a waiting game The operators have made no preparations
for another plan for adjustment of
differeaces. The local union has received assurances from the federation
that its stand Is endorsed and that it
will be supported to the end.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the laterlor. United

States

Ind

Office.

fcratinn la hf.rf.tm cit'en

that the

Our 1.25 Golf Shirts, now
Our 2.00 Shirts, now - - Our 75c Shirts, now - - -

$
-

.95
1.45
.45

reduced in
price to close out

Every odd Shirt

is

Neckwear

Furnishings

Men's Shirts

No matter what you may need in
Clothing or Furnishings for men or
boys, it will pay you to see us before purchasing during this Green
Tag Sale, as we are closing out a
great many lines regardless of
er selling price or cost.

form-

At 25 Cents
AH our former
big bargain.

We
50c Ties

a

We want to close out a great many

While we cannot

Hats in order to make room for
spring goods.

reduce the price of our regular lines
we have some on which we are

Our $2.50 Hat are . . $1.75
Our $3.50 Hats are . . 2.50
Some of our $5.00 Hat go

willing to make concessions and it
will pay you to see what we have

All of our former 75c goods,
latest

Hanan and

still have plenty of

Douglas Shoes.

At 45 Cents
all of the

Men's Hats

Shoes

shapes and

to offer, especially in heavy goods

colors.

at $3.75.
i

The Green Tags Are Money Savers!

fol- -

claimant has fllod no
tice of his intention to make nnai
nroof In sunnort of his claim under
Martians IS and 17 of the act of
K.r.41.
AS
Uirrh 9 1EQ1 ffi Sluts
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470). find that Bald
prof will bo made before the proN. M., on
bate clerk at 1,0s
January 16, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav- da Olero, for the Small Holding
Claim No. 2517. sltunte In Sec. 36, T.
7 K , R. 2 E.
Ite names the following witnesses
to prove tils actual continuous
powesslon of Baid tract for
twtmty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Francisco Aragon y Iiaca, of Los
(jonas, N. M.; Anlceto Aragon,'
Orona, Qulrluo Samore, of Vet-alt-

JowtD-K-namo-

Men's Heavy Underwear
Our line are naturally broken up and we have
made big reduction in order to close them out, and
can sell you garment at $1.00 to $1.75 each which
formerly cost $1.50 to $3.00.

Hosiery Special

Men's Trousers
A big assortment to select from and prices
are cut to the quick
Trouser worth up to $2.75, are now .
Trousers worth up to 4.50, are now .

We have put on

sale an immense line of

fancy Cassimere, Cotton and Lisle hose

$1.90
. . 2.90
Trousers worth up to 5.50, are now . . 3.90
Trouser worth up to 7.00, are now . . . 4.90
.

at 25c a pair, which are worth 35c to
50c. Don't wait too long they won't
be here very long.

Gull-ienn-

N. M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
of any substantial reaor who kno-wson under the laws and regulations
the Interior department why such
proof should not he allowed will be
Klvea an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross
examine tne witnesses or said claimant, and to offer evidence In re!uttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL K. OTERO,
Register,
frtmall Holding Claim No. 2547
IvjspapHia Is America's curse.
Blood Hitters conquers dyspep-ever- y
time. It drives out Impurities. Uses the stomach, restores perfect digestion, normal weight and
goo boaltb.
g

iur-doc- k

v

You Help Yourself by Helping Us During This Sale

IMOM

IRL 1

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

rAc:n

'ALBUQUERQUE

torn.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

SATTKDAT, JANUAIt

women from falling off the very edge of things fron.
falling Into the utmost depths of degradation?
ltifore a
woman, of all persons, should try to tear down the bars
CHURCH, CLUB AND
Published IVilly nml Wet kly.
of marriage, let her commit physical hurl karl. She will
thus destroy only herself and leave the protecting walls 7 SOCIAL MEETINGS
By The Citizen Publishing Company
to her sisters, for marriage Is no mere conventional in
by society, it Is a principle and a practice laid
vented
V. T.
W. S. KTIlK'kMill.
solid In the fundamentals of human nature.
The regular meeting of the Indies
Manager.
Huslnos
President.
of the a. A. R. wa t ',t this arter-noo- n
at 2:30 o'clock, in Odd Fellows'
Dully Optic: Ins Vegas friends of General Manager
Hurley, of the Santa Fe, will be glad to bear that he has hall.
THE TAX DODGER
O
that he will go to the Pig Four. As the Kansas
The children of Temple Albert SabSenator Benson, of Knnsn. recently R.'ive utterance denied
City
puts
remaining
prefers
It:
Times
"He
the
with
bath school are requested to meet at
to womr wisp and true thtnRs on the subject Indicated In Pig
J V. -' .
One."
tho residence of Ruhbl Jacob Kaplan
He makes an appeal to the
the above caption.
SI
2 p. m. ftuilav-- .
at
00XXXXXX0XX0000XXXXX)X)XXl
conscience of those to whom he addressed himself, but
It Js doubtful If much practical reform can be secured
Temple Todge No. 8 will hold a
meeting nt 7:30 tonight for work In
through suvh an appeal. What Is needed Is compre g GIRLS TAKE PRECEDENCE
the Master Mason degree. Py order
by severe and rigidly ap- - g
henstve legislation,
IN ELEMENTARY BRANCHES
of the worshipful master. J. C. Per-geplleld penalties.
secretary.
The largo majority of tux dodgers ore guilty of so KXXXXXXXXQOOOOXXXXXXXXX3XXXX
Is lordly mun In danger
of losing his superior
they are lucking In honesty, but bedoing not
Mr. Kills, director of the American
Statistics of the schools of America and Lumber Company
cause the same course Is pursued by almost everyone standing?
band and orchesprize
Royal
academy
awards
of the
of London show tra, will rrnder a trombone solo at
else. Kaon one knows that If he should return his prop
rty at Its full value, he would pay for the support of his that In the three "It's" and in art girls beat the boys tho Congregational church Sunday
Kovernment very largely more, In proportion, than his as students. Petticoated painters and modelers nearly morning, uccompanled by pipe organ
This Is an opportunity
neighbors and friends are paying.
Hence, with a sense monopolize the honors of the Itoyul academy this year, and piano.
the people of the city to hear what
he naturally puts as low as possible statistics gathered In various sections of the United for
of
will be a surprise uiul a delight.
Especially H this States by the bureau of education at Washington show
the taxation value of hi pos suions.
n
girls
generally
as
A
that
excel
recent
students.
appll
proportionIs
rate
made
of taxation
the case where the
M. U. Alger and Mrs. Alger were
umong
cation
governmental
young
of
the
tests
the
men the recipients Inst evenlnir nf n t, Ion li
ately high with a view to low valuation.
The only remedy seems to lie Iti having one Inflexible of Columbia and the young women of Purnard shows mit party given them by a number of
meir irienas and acquaintance.
valuation for the same classes of property, a tax rate on slmilnr results.
The
The list of qualities In which the young men excel occasion was the birthday of Mrs. Althe sum total properly adjusted to the demands of public
ger,
to
Is
whom
to
gathering
"superior
was
a
In size of head" and "abnormalities
the
limited
expense, and severe penaitlels for those who fail to recomplete surprise. The evenlnir was
turn correct lists. of their possessions. Hut here Is what of all kinds." On the face of It, this looks bad for spent
In card playing and congratu
the future man. Kvery day physlcial strength counts
Senator Henson said:
ana the guests left behind
lations
less,
less
knowledge
for
and
and
more
counts
for
and them a number
Our fundamental law requires an equal and uniform
useful articles as
in
more
the affairs of life. The superior Intellect Is mementoes of theofevent.
rate of taxation, and th.it ull the property shall be
for taxation at Its true value. How Just the law bound to take the lead. If It be true that all mundane
At a regular meeting of the
is. .every mun thus bears his burden, and that equality things progress In cycles, may be we shall see a re
Renevoleut association
of
social condition in which the
Does it? There turn of that long-gon- e
which Is the clearest equity, prevails.
city, held nt the office of F. W.
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
are millions on deposit in our batiks win-r- only tens of women supported the men. May be In the near future this
Clancy on Wednesday afternoon, rouMany of our like In the long ago, woman will be doing the world's tine business was
thousands And place upon the tax rolls.
bills
transacted
and
wealthiest citizens on the first of March each year are work, while the men will he devoting themselves to to the amount of 1101.11 were audited
ao nearly paupers, that if we consult only their returns games und sports. College training seems to have a and ordered paid. The ladies of the
toward that result. And It Is not to be over association desire to express their
ti the assessor, we might be tempted to place them on tendency
the list of needy subjects. Men who would resent with looked that young women have In the last quarter thanks to Messrs. Springer and Con-ro- y
for their financial and moral supcentury made marvelous advances in the business world
indignation, if not with a blow, any Intimation of
port In the prosecution of the so
to truth In ordinary business, do not hes- Their superiority over young men for many lines of ciety's
work.
itate to make very meager returns to the assessor.
The work is no longer questioned.
U
Yet there is no getting around sex instincts.
man who does .Mate the truth, suffers great loss, and Is
The
An event to be anticipated
is a
female
always
has
been a quicker and better student basket ball game to be played ut the
often regarded with pity; the fidelity of his conscience Is
than the male, but search history through and through. Casino next Friday night between the
charged to the weakness of his mind.
U. N, M. girls and the Ijis Vegas
President Harrison, who was a Christian, a states- and you will find few women who fcave made pre-eThis game will
man and u patriot, In one of his lust addresses, pointed nent use of mental training. The girls may win all the high school girls.
out the great peril of our country from the evasion by prizes In art study at the Itoyul academy, but the be In return for one tho 'vatsity girls
played nt Las Vegas before Christour wealthy men of their Just burden of taxation and world's great pictures nre painted by men. A Rosa mas.
Tho game last niht bet vecn
earnestly called upon them to bear their Just share of the Honheur Is the exception that proves the rule. All tho
Majors and Ml tors resulted In a
country
over
may
girls
this
the
boys
us stu victory for the
beat the
public burdens, as a patriotic duty. Why should not a
'irn,er Icam by u
man pay his taxes Just as gladly as his grocery bill, or dents In school, and learning Is a great power; but It score of 32 to
It was probably
hla tailor? The tuxes give us schools, roads, bridges and Isn't always that the prize winner In school Is the prize as fast a game as ever seen In
protection for life and properly. And yet we strive toy winner In life.
C
the most artful and sometimes criminal evasions to avoid
Miss
Kalherine
Isabel
Chaves,
paying our share, and when successful, we put just that
daughter
Mr.
of
nnd Mrs. Amado
CONSERVATIVE ATTITUDE
much more on our neighbor; and this evil Is not confined
Chaves, entertained at luncheon on
to the low and vicious,
Struggle as we may,
Tuesday evening In honor of Miss
OF
WASHINGT0NjHEBREWS
we cannot believe that we can be altogether honest in
Anita Paca, of Santa Fe, who Is a
tverything else, while dishonest In this. The underlying rXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOCKt guest at the Chaves home, 1109 Kent
Washington is extremely fortunate In the Hebrew avenue.
There were present
evil, however, worse than the shiftitng of a fair burden,
be
sides the young hostess and the guest
is the annual strain upon conscience; and this Is Indeed a citizenship which is located here.
of
Misses
Hope,
honor.
Helen
Mcrla
There Is no city In the country wherein the He
national peril.
Hope. Agnes Chi Iders, Edith Chil- brews are so generally respected, nor where they so ders,
Hilda
Grunsfeld,
Florence
universally deserve high consideration.
It is, pehaps, lirunsfeld, Dorothy
Vlr- A FRENCHMAN'S EQUALITY
unnecessary to even assert this fact, much less em- ginia Carr and Klsle McMillen,
Kempcnlch.
Paul liourget, who Is Just now the reigning favorite phasize it; and yet the recent utterances of Rabbi Stern
among the French authors, cannot quite fathom the a,,u
imuui oimon mine me onservauon ail the more
American idea.
appropriate.
In New York there has been some discus
In a recent article on New York city he says: "In sion of the custom of holding Christmas entertainments
New York you are met everywhere with a sort of urbane in the public schools. Some attempt has been made
familiarity. The man who does you a service, for which here to create a division of opinion upon
the same
you pay hlin, is neither civil nor uncivil. He contrives. ground
that cuuses opposition In New York, viz.,
in a. way which is by no means unpleasant, to put himself Jewish children ought not to be compelled to partthat
lei
on an equality with you. With a mild surprise you find pate In a celebration which Is at verlance with their
Christian Science services will be
yourself taking for granted what In your own land you faith. It would have been an easy
matter to fan the held at the Commercial Club building
would bitterly resent." To borrow a French Idiom It Is discussion Into a blaze hi Washington. An intemperate
Sunday at 1 1 a. m.
to laugh.
word, a hasty or
Subject. "Life."
action would at once
The dazed viewpoint of the Frenchman, his naive ex have given a simple mutter the dignity of an Issue, and
lliglilniKl Methodist
pression of It and the unconscious humor of It makes no one can tell what
Church 318
harm might have resulted..
South Arno street.
O. It. Holliday,
one smile.
Yet this man hails from a country that calls
In treating the question in a sensible and dignitled pastor.
itself a republic! Prating of liberty, equality and fra- manner, declining to invoke a quarrel or till
the newsServices at 1 1 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
ternity, he cannot understand why the railroad brake-ma- papers with sensational
utterances. Rabbi Stern and
Kpworth liPugue at 6:30 p. m.
or the cabman, or the hotel porter should show him Rabbi Simon have shown
A cordial welcome to all.
their most excellent Judgment.
an urbane familiarity.
Why not? In this country one They content themselves with saying
that conditions
man who behaves himself s as good as any other mun here ure vastly different
Kpisoqiul Church Cor
from .New York, where, on nerSt. ofJohn's
Silver avenue and
who behuves himself; and the man who serves you does the east side, the Jewish children
Fourth
a large major- street.
not need to "put himself upon an equality with you." He ity of each school's pupilage; and.form
with the
In addition, there
Sunday
10
a. in.
school at
is already on an equality with you. ThafH democracy. can be no possible objection to an
Morning service ut 11 o'clock.
entertainment whjeh
But to his own "mild surprise" this theoretical republi- does not partake of a religious
The flexible sole Red Cross
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock.
character. Inasmuch as
can took-ni- l
these things for grunted, where in his own even the Jews do not wholly Ignore the kindly sentiO
Shoe
i
from
country he would have bitterly resented It.
Christian Church Northeast cor
Surely, it's ments which the Christmas season Inspires. In other
ner
way. Kru-c- the start.
avenue
Cold
and
Proud
our ulmoKphere.
words, they treat the mutter with tact ami appreciaK. Crawford, minister.
In the Frenchman's country the mun who serves for tion, sacrificing nothing of
The burning and
their convictions, nnd yet
Sunday school ut 10 a. in.
pay stands obsequious with hut In hand. He does not avoiding a
needless and useless controversy. They do
Morning
11 o'clock.
worship
:aused
at
by stiff soles and the
raise his eyes to the level of the served. In his country not demand especial consideration
i:enlng service at 7:30 o'clock.
for Jewish children,
ivils of thin soles are preservility crooks the pregnant hinges of the knee thut but it is easy to believe
when they ure themselves
I
Sunday Kvcniug Service
thrift muy follow fawning. In Lafayette' republic caj"te considerate, the children thut
sented by the Red Cross. Ji
of their race will receive just At Lead Avenue
Methodist Kplscopul enables
draws Its hateful lines. It is good to note the Indices of and sympathetic treatment In
public
a woman to be on hei
the
schools.
Church, under auspices of Prother- our democracy as seen through foreign eyes. It is still
it is no
that the members of the Washing- hood of St. Paul. Special music, solos ;eet for hours at a time with
true in Washington's republic that "a mnn's a man for a' ton Hebrew wonder
congregation are such good citizens up- and choruses. Public cordially Invited
'omfort. "
that."
right, moral, industrious,
and progressive Service begins at 7:30 o'clock.
when they ure under the tutelage of broudmlnded
Ill's! Baptist Clitnvli itrouilvvay A stylish
The Citizen has not been prolific of suggeKtitons to and intelligent men like Rabbi Stern and Ruhbl
Simon. and Lead avenue.
either the approaching legislature or the governor of the
Washington Herald.
Sunday school at 9:50 a. m. J. A. shoe
territory; but It will express the hope at this time that
Hammond,
superintendent.
XXXX0X)CXXK0XXXyX)0000OOOOIo Public worship
the governor In his message to the legislature will give
at 11 ft. in. and absolutely
due prominence to the Importance of revising the county
HOW ONE WOMAN MAY DO
7:30 p. in., with sermons by the pas
comfortable
alaruy law. The present system of fees, whether comtor. J. W. T. McNiel.
bined In some cases with u stated salary, or whether
MISCHIEF
INCAI
Young
meeting
ARI
People's
6:4T.
F
at
.
rj
forming the only source of revenue for olllcluls, Is per- y
I'lrwl
Church Coiner
,
nicious In the extreme
Kvery f e should bo turned Into
It IS III 111. H,
1.
'
injce win nor. .oe cum- Fifth street ami Silver avenue. Rev.
"
the public fund, and the wages of every ofllelul should b. bered as Sir Henry"
Mortimer Durand has been with Hugh A. Cooper, pastor.
a certain d. Unite amount, to be paid from tho fund. one of King
Services at II a. m. und 7:30 p. m.
IMwurd'a favorites. Lady Susan Townley,
Under the fee system, the perquisites of muny public
Morning theme, "The
of
whose beauty and facility In saying things
A'o. Si, Rti Ota
that
should
run into sums
n excess of the value of the be left unsaid won the king's
obedience."
Puumi Cult Hiucttr,
favor,
bus
one
been
of
ofliclal to the community or of what ho could possibly
Evening
"Retrospect
theme,
nnd
the ambassador's household by virtue of her husband's
$4.00
ospect."
for equal ability und labor In any other vocation in position as a legation
secretary. She is England's Mrs.
Young People's meeting ut 6; IT,
life. The Citizen does not hesitate to suy that tho fee Storer.
Oxfords,
At3i2
Sunday school at 9:45 a. in.
system Is one of the crying evils of the territory, and It
and
She found the Americans verv eriwl.. s.,.a,ii,. .....
$3.50
$3.00
An
Inst
Sun
announcement
made
will be very much disappointed if c,,,Veinor Hegermun
cording to Kngllsh court standards, where only the day makes it exceedingly important 3igh Shoes,
Khali not recommend its lbollti,,,,. and if the
e
King is perniltt- -l to playfully slip pieces of ice down that each member of the school be
shall not entirely eradicate It.
$4.00 and $3.50
the back of an acaress at a dinner partv. and the chic present and on time on the (list day
of the new year.
..,
antics of the uristoc r.tcv are ,,nfm..,l
Let us fit you.
New York
at the head of II,,. Hm of Mat,.,, in as standing on
Musical selections:
the table to drink a toast, but never Anthem
the chief items f
"Saviour When Night In
suve one. According to the descend to eating pu- SEE
with a knife.
Shelley
volves The Sky"
eon, pi la tin n ..f the census bureau, referring to
the year
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
The versatile Lady Susan, whose fort is irony, not Anthem " J ublunte )eo" In P. Flat
JJtOt. the value of luilrouds and their equipment l New morals,
121
West
Railroad Ave.
considered the w lute house entertainments
Dudley Puck
York Is place,! at JX'JS, :'.'o,(
Albuquerque
VilU(. llf
New Mexico
11,,,.,,
greatest circus in America." never probably having "the
Strangers
welcome.
dinproperty in Pennsylvania is estimated at $ 1. 110, 60S, 00 ., ed
the New york 4ihi, who are rather more Knggiving this Ht.ite lirst place in this respect by a wide muv. llsh with
foiiurcgulionul Church on i'.io.ulin their social ring performances.
wuy. at the east
Kin.
ut viaduct. J.
Kurh of these stales is i
ng its wealth at the
Tlie inartistic manner in which th,t members of the W. Parroii, puslor.end
rate of r.oO.otjo.OnO u year. The total wealth of New conuress used
toothpicks
their
was
li
t"., 11. S. Lilli- - We keep
Sunday school at
especially objectionYork in 1U04 was $ 14,769,04 1. I'm. ; ,,f Pennsylvania,
the quality of our bread
able to her. though she did not like the careless fash- govv, superintendent.
The two states have about
h
of the ion in which some notables tuc ked their napkins
up to the highest. This is possible
11
Morning
ut
o'clock.
service
under
wealth of the country. New y0rk, Pennsylvania. Illinois. their chins.
Kven the Duramls did not escape her Topic of sermon, "The Sealed Rooks by using
Ohio and Massachusetts ure the richest states
of the Future."
The live sarcasms,
have kept at the head of the column during the last ten wrought upand Washington's society leaders were quite
Musical selections us follows:
over her remarks.
The Best Flour,
years, and In the same order. If the taxable property of
rgan prelude.
H is a peculiar featute of "tin. best society" everyThe Best Labor,
S,,lo "Holy City,J
with
New York were divided per capita, every Inhabitant of where
rroinbone
that it does not have enough confidence In its (ilano and organ accompaniment.
the stale would have 1.700 The share of every
.The Best Methods,
own culture to be beyond the reach of a sharp tongue. Prof. Ellis. Mrs. Washburn, and Mrs.
in the wealth ..f his .state. ,, a per capita divis- It
cannot
stand ridicule and revolts at being placed
Lester.
not only in mixing and baking, but
ion, would lie $1 47V
in the opera bouffe class.
It can enjoy a joke on every- - Offertory.
also in taking care of and selling
.
.
""'
'" "I'd can look .town with a compl lis Solo "Neuier My (io.i lo Thee".
New .Mexican:
The president ,, Hie luinlier iru.--t,
Kills
Prof.
ance that is
the
bread. If you want the best
by
ruffled
those who d"c)inc to lo,
a man by the nam,. .,f .le ei hail i Is .sili,l to be worth up.
Organ Postlude.
youll
have to use Balling's Bread.
more money than J. It. iiockefell, ,
Funeral service of the lute Mrs.
This Is very likely
It may seem strange to the simple-mindepeop le Kinlly Leutou ut 'i p. m.
the case, as the lumber trust is certainly more tyrannical, 10 unom
PIONEER BAKERY,
No evening service.
more vindictive, and more sinister in its business methods trinity of iireaKfust. lunch ami dinner nr.. n..i ,. .1 ally
functions, and Will in iitlmirnt l.kti ..f ,. iw
Y. P. S. C. K. at 6:30 p. in.
ZOT StOUTH riRUT UTRIKJ.
than is or ever was the Standard ll lunipmij.
There is based upon their native worth rather
.Members of the church und friends
than thteir
are examples of ibis right here In New Mexico.
tailor or their knowledge of the precedence to be ac- ire especially inviieu to vne service
How lo t'uro Cliilliluinx.
'! o clock.
corded the silver on a dinner table, that a
like ut
A I'hieao publication thai shall lie
'To enjoy freedom from
nameless adv.,. Kudy Susan could kill the usefulness of woman
wrlti! John Kemp, Knst Otls-llelan ambasthe ''freedom of man, woman and child." One of sador.
MUSIC LESSONS.
Me., "I apply Hueklen'a Arnica
its editors h u woman who In a signed article says.
iiut such is the fact, and Sir Henry, a quiet, able
Have also used it for Bait
Prof. N. DiMauro, the violinist, Salve.
"L,ve cu.il never be what it might be "till the marriage gentleman,
impressed with hill lk4twil tllll .,,vrl n frlveg lesson on the violin and man- rheum with excellent result." Guarii tHi.
tie is broken. Down with the marriage walls." Foolish little Jealous of
his prerogatives, lias had to give place dolin. Guaranteed to be the best anteed to cure fever sores, indolent
onian. loes she not know that the walls of marrlue to a success who It is
Anyone de- ulcers, pile, burns, wounds, front
hoped will have no Angoras teacher In Albuquerque. general
delivbites and skin diseases. 2&o at all
are the kindest barriers ever put up by the race to keep in hi household.
siring lessons address
Duluth
drug stores.
ery, city.
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Furnishings..

'
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We have started a general
campaign for increased business. Our business was one-thimore in 1906 than in
1905, and we want it one-hamore in 1907. We have
the goods. We have the
prices. We want the business. We will be pleased to
show you through our large
stock and convince you that
our price' are the lowest

r,

Furniture,

rd

lf

Crockery,

e

:.

Glasswate,

JSOLOMONLUNA,

Rugs,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer
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d.

tai

MaMger

For the
Best Line of

in Albuquerque
See Ours

000C0X0000OCX

Draperies
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.. tiV,

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Wlhtere To
Worship)

No

breaking in

J. D. Eakln, President
O. GlomI, Vice President.

heeded

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A CIOMI.
WHOLESALE DKALKRS IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

.fc

n,

?

ootnJ

j comfort able

ChB. Melinl, BocreUry

O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

i

1

I

la stock to outfit
kpmosttvtrytbJng
fastidious bar complete

tbo

Have been appointed exclusive agents in the 8outhwest for Joai 8.
8chlit. Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayera Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and ather standard branda of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the BtraJsnt article as received by us from the best Tlneries,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United Stat s. Call and Inspect onr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trice ilst.
Issued to dealers only.
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Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 98
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Years the Standard of Piano Construction')
Conceded today to be the best in the world

1

Chickering & Sons Pianos

We Keep It Up

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

WH1THON
MlJIC:
(Established 1882.)

one-fourt-

OO.

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In musie
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our pew easy Dav- ment plan,
116 South Second atret
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Penn-Hylvanl-

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh

Meats,

,

d

Chll-bluins- ,"
d.

News-Tribun-

e.

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8T0CK FOODS. FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street.
Both ph0nea.

000a0000
The
St. Elmo

O

JOSEPH
ana

BARNETT, Ptop'r.
twut'm'ru'rirrirLJjjjj

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

!ttMO0000a0'

O "0
7l lUto
Finest Whiskies I
Wines, Brandies. Etc,

SAMPLaT AND
CLUB HOOMS

D

I
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ALBUQUERQUE

J A N V A It Y - .V HH.

SATUIl D A

himself n successful farmer. Is op
timistic of agricultural possibilities
Captain
In the Hlo tlrande valley.
tlillenwatcr has estimated that there
are between 15n,0l0 and 200.000
acres of tillable land which can be
brought under cultl vatlon.
Hon. Solomon lama and M. O.
have been exploiting
Chadbourne
New Mexico's posslblltiels In
beet
rulture In a personal way and the
fact that there are K0,000 acres of
land to which the beet and other
crops might be adapted Is decidedly
advantageous In view of the organ
ized effort to bring about experiments which will demonstrate that
the land adjacent to Albuquerque lying along the Rio Grande will produce.
The committee appointed by Governor Ptover Includes XV. H. Qlllen-wate- r,
John Mann, A. B. Stroup, J.
K. Matthew, C. B. Gleckler, Felipe
Hubbell, D. Montoya. B. H. Ives and
Dr. XV. G. Tight, president
of the
University of New Mexico.
The agricultural promotion committee Is composed of E. S. Stover,
V. S. Burke. Ilr. XV. G. Hope and J.
T. Harger.
Both Mr. Burke and
Mr. Harger are ranch owner.
It is of the utmost importance that
there be a full attendance nt the
meeting, upon the success of which
hinges the promotion of mutual benefit among farmers In the mntter of
genernl Interest.

PRESBYTERIANS
ADDRESSED DY

JUDGE M'FIE
Brotherhood of First Church
Gives First Entertainment.
Guests Well Provided For.
The Srirt entertainment under the
auKpleen of the recently
organized
Presbyterian Brotherhood was Riven
last evening In the First Presbyterian
church before a large audience, representative of that denomination. The
principal feature of the evening was
a masterful presentation of the history of Presbyterian Ism by Judge J.
11. McFle of Santa
Fe, under the
caption, "What rresbyterianism Has
Done for America."
The meeting; began with music by
the orchestra of the Vnited States Indian school, followed with a vocal
selection rendered by a quartet. th;
members of which were drawn from
the church choir.
The proceedings proper were opened by the president, It. XX'. V. ISryan,
In a short address explanatory of the
objects and alms of the newly created
organization and pointing out the
beneflclent work already accomplished by similar
societies in other
churches.
At the close of Ills address Mr. Ilryun presented Judjio Ira
A. Abbot.

Judge Abbott created considerable
laughter among the audience by a
humorous quotation from the writings of an
author
of the early days. He also gave a
practical turn to the thoughts of those
present by suggestions that the new
organization might be a contributory
factor In the furnishing of n proper
place of meeting for the young men
of the town, now frequentors of sa
houses. After
loons and gambling
earnestly emphasizing the need of
such a place Judge Abbott Introduced
Judge licFie.
Judge McFie traced the history of
the church from Its lnclpiency,
with a description of and tribute io John Calvin, from whom the
denomination received Its first Inspiration. Much of the address consisted of quotations' from historical writers of the different periods, not only
previous to the American revolution,
but In all the Important crises of our
national history. For the most part
the address was delivered from paper,
though the judge was by no means
conlined to his notes, which he had
prepared, he said, only for the purpose of Insuring accuracy. His reading of a description of the meeting of
July 4, 1776, and the circumstances
under which the adoption of the declaration of independence was secured,
was dramatic in the extreme and excited in his uudience a high appreciation of Judge McFle's oratorical
ability. Throughout the address the
speaker claimed for Presbyterianism
theT' leading place in all of the important events of American history
that
and supported his contention
Kngland, Holland and America owe
their present degree of liberty and
freedom to the teachings of the religon
founded
denominations
ious
Calvinism by many selections from
the writings of famous historians. On
the whole Judge McFle's address may
be regarded us a most important contribution to the literature of

NO FATALIJIESION

The train crews und the passengers Injured in the wreck of train No.
1
at Gonzales were brought to the
city at 2 o'clock this morning on one
of the delayed trains.
Engineer Franklin, of the passenger engine, suffered a sprained back,
but the Injury was not serious enough
to warrant his being taken to the
hospital.
Sarah Allen, a passenger
wus
by
slightly
injured
a
at the lower part of the
ir
back of the
head.
One Mexican railroad laborer suffered a broken
arm, and three others were quite
badly bruised.
Though both engines were telescoped and the smoking car on the
passenger was badly wrecked, that
occur Is probably
i fatalities did not
due to the ract that the trains were
both running very slow when they
came together, instead of fast ns was
All the enginemen
first reported.
saved themselves by jumping except
Knglneer Franklin, whose avoirdu
pois will not allow of such exercise.
being
hy
He received his Injury
thrown against the engine boiler by
the force of the collision.
Is
The cause of the accident
thought to have been due to the
freight train having not been able
to make the- siding, owing to the up
grade and heavy load.

1'renby-teriunis-

ATTORNEYS

WRANGLE OVER

Tiiiicn hay

or h.mm:o.i

tesl-mon-

After the address an organ selection was rendered by F. I. Schwent-ke- r
and the meeting closed with a reception by the brotherhood. Itefresh-ment- s
were served and the first
of the organization was
GUKvr
voted a success In every particular.

i,i:tTiiii: nv

OMMAMl:it
Brooklyn. N. V., Jan. ,r.

EVER

MADE IN TERRITORY

C. T. llrovM). tin; best known mining man of central New Mexico, who
arrived here this morning from Socorro, says thut the strike made 111
the Graphic mine at Kelly recently
carries with It more importance than
any discovery ever before made hi

this territory.

Brown went through the
Mr.
Graphic on December 31 and mudo a
personal inspection of the ore body
encountered.
"It Is a free blende of
a much higher grade than any hereto fore found in the mine," said Mr.
"There is also a body of
Brown.
xlnc-lea- d
sulphide ore, which runs 40
per cent metal.
The ore body Is
about 400 feet deep vertically, and is
the widest over discovered in the district. It extends from the shales to
within twenty feet of the greenstone,
and possibly to the greenstone. This
will be ascertained as soon as the
It Is the
crosscut I completed.
biggest llnd ever made in the coun
try, and besides being of untold value
to the owners, tin; finding of it demonstrates that the ore In the district
the
Is going down, notwithstanding
thtory of many mining men that the
ore values would decrease with depth.
The ore body found In the Griphic
disproves this theory. There Is no
telling how deep the ore runs."
The Graphic Is the oldest mine In
the Kelly district. It was worked
many years by the well known
Captain Fitch and later by Captain
Filch and
Fitch and Mr. Brown.
Mrown sold the properly to the pres
Zinc Oxide
ent owners, the Ozark
company, who in reality are the
Sherwin-William- s
Paint company.
OUTLOOK

BRIGHT

MEN

PKAKY

In the
audiiorlum of the Brooklyn institute
yesterday Lieutenant Peary, of Arctic
tame, delivered u lecture before an
extremely large audience on the
"Field Work of the Peary Arctic
Club 1905 and 1'jaO." Commander
Ptury's lecture was illustrated by
limelight views and proved highly
entertaining.
At the close of the
lecture, in response to a vote of
thanks proposed hy Professor Hooper, Command Peary said that in the
near future he Intended making another attempt to reach the north
pole and was entirely confident of
success.
AXM'AI,

MICHIGAN
STATK POUIl'KY SHOW.

Detroit, Jan. f. The annual show
the Michigan State Poultry and
Pet Stock association opened in the
light guard armory this morning under favorable circumstances.
There
are over 2,000 exhibits some of them
coming from California and Oregon.
The attendant.: of fanciers and the
general public Is large. There are
snnie valuable prizes which will be
awarded on the 9lh when the show
of

will clove.
MAX Y

COWliM

IONS I'OK

JAMDM'OWX KX POSITION.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. H. The officials
Kxposition comof the Jamestown
pany announce that during the exposition no leys than one hundred
conventions of bodies from all parts
cif the states will be held.
It is believed that one convention alone, that
of the American Institute of Homeopathy, will bring 3.000 persons.

NOTH F. OK tXIMMITTEK MF.lTINfl
A meeting of the committee on organization of a farmers' Institute society, appointed by Gov. K. 8. Stover,
chairman of the preliminary meeting,
Is hereby called to meet In the parlors of the Commercial club at 8:30
p. m. on Monday, January 7, 1907,
for the purpose of discussing plans
and furthering the organization of the
proposed society. All members are
earnestly requested to be present. A
meeting of the committee of the Commercial club will be held at the same
time oud place.
W. H. GILI.ENWATEU,
Chairman.

I.KAHANt K

FOR

ORGANIZATION

i.Nsmili: puo.ii:i
T
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WHITE WOMEN

life.
No article ever published in the
Town Topics or In any lewd publication suppressed by the government
equals ltabbl Kaplan's lllthy, nauseating and loathsome article, and no

urtlcle, within the memory of the
writer of this Item, Is so full of unlies as that untruths bare-face- d
der the title of "Lynching" and written by a man whom this paper had
a more exalted opinion of The Evening Citizen can say truthfully, without
that
of contradiction,
any fear
cent of the presa large per
ent population of the new town
of Albuquerque Is made up of men
and women from the southern states,
und they constitute some of Albuquerque's best, fairest and most
Yet,
ltabbl. Kaplan
them.
And, again, some of Albuquerque's
Jewish citizens and merchants, with
their wives and daughters, came from
fair southland, ani1 some have marfamilies.
ried into Jewish southern
F.ven these are not saved from the
rabbi s uncalled for attack.
This paper does not believe that
the Jewish merchants and families of
thjs city sanction the attack of Babbie Kaplan on the southern men and
women.
pure-citize-

lliONT

A

Are of neat design and
rn
finished. Suitable
every way to be used in rooms
with the mofit refined furnish-Inngs- .
Far superior to the
noisy
bcavy,
ungainly,
usual
heretofolding tables hat were
fore the only hind made.
han4-somcl-

OF MLLMN'KRY

HAl--

WILI, OFIT.U AMj WINTF.U MIL-MKit Y AT I.KSS TH AV WHOM.
SAI.K PRICKS. A CH AXt'K TO CJKT
HARK BARGAINS AT YOFK OWN
PRICKS. VOSITIVKIY NO TRIM-MK;OODS
AS
ItKSF.RVKD
KVKRYTHIXG U'ST JO HY .lANC
X

D

Prices Range From $5.00 Up

ARY" 1.VT1I.

ALBERT

company.
pays cash
for old furniture, old clothing. Iron,
paper,
brass copper, zinc, rubber,
rags, bottles, etc. In fact all kinds of
second hand goods and Junk. Send
us postal. Will call. Everything has
a value. Old buildings, machinery,
buggies, wagons, etc, bought
for
highest cash price.
The Albuquerque

Junk

506 South Second street,

W. H. HAHN

OF THE

Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Association

COKE.

GAS

A CO.
TICKETS

R.R

NEW MEXICO,
At the Close of Business, January 1st, 1907
Of LAS

BOUGHT. SOLD

AND

EXCHANGED

Association Offleo
Transactions

Caaraottoo
118 W. R. R. Ah.

ROSENFIEID'S,

ly statutes:
Organized May 1. 1H99.
Authorized Capital a. ."((. OOO.tKI.

Assirrs.
mortgage
First
and
stock loans
Furniture ami fixtures.
Cash on hand
Jlenl estate

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la- c.

408

CONCERT

v

r

l'i.u07. 1 1
611.45
911.13
2.76S.18

Railroad Avnu

Opera House Roller RinK

$219,797.87

Prize Hat Carnival on for Satnrdaj Nieht

I, C. E. Perry, Secretary of the Southwestern
HuiMing Association of Las Vegas, New Mexico,

t219.797.81

Savings, Loan and
do swear that the
above statement Is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
V. K. PKItltY, Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 2nd day of January,
1907.

(Notarial Seal)
KDXr. J. MoWENlK. .Votary Public.
Correct Attest:
II. G. COOllS, President.
JAMKS S. IMJNCAN, Vl l'rettldeiit.
XV. C. 1IAY1OX. Recorder and Auditor

Room 3, First National Bank B'ldg, Albuquerque, N. M.
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PER CENT DISCOUNT
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to

12,
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2.30 to $ 30 and 7.30
30 P. M.

Nusic and no

charjf

.

.

to

.

for instruction

COAL
MISS

CLAUDE
w

ALBRIGHT

appear in a

ill

Grand Concert
to be given by the ladies of
the St. John's guild at the

ELKS'

HOUSE

OPERA

Friday tvanlng, January II

Have Your Hand

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
S6.50
PER TON

All those purchasing a scholarship in any of our day courses between now and January 1, 1907, will receive a 10 per cent discount
from the regular price. Enter at once. We can secure you a posltkm
when ready for It.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING, TYPEWRITING ENGLISH AND SPANISH.

DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico
W. E. MILIKEN, President.

WOOD
toaWMOnHMBi
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75

Crockery
Souvenir
ws
or
vie

John S. Beaven
502 80UTH FIR8T 8TREET.

Read by Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Alvarado,

Cathedral, Commercial Club
HousehoIdGoods of Every Description

.t,

& Co.
Borradaile
117 W. Gold

mn&?

Mme. Le Normand

Ave.

lias Arrixed, Will Remain a Short Time Only
t
separated, tells how
and future. Itcuuitt-Tells the past
to g.iiu the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to suclocatesmineral.
ceed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits,
s

pi.-st-n-
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ROOM
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If You Want Something
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CENTRAL JIOTEI..

HoldOnl

Good to Eat,

go

duties

telephone
lighter,

makes

the

the cares less,

and the worries fewer.

to the

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

The telephone

preserves yew

health,

prolongs your life and
protects your home.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Grocery and
Meat Market

L

622.624 W. Tlloras
Big:

Stock of Live and

Dressed

Poohry

We cmy the best
Lucci Olive Oil.
Oritrs taken in all
parts of the city.
Prompt Delivery.

rtfTTi

J.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

CHAMPION

t

TONIGHT

Tho outlook is blight for the perARMY POST AT 7
HY CRAM
manent organization of a farmers' in(l'( I.O( K AT THE OII I I
stitute society. Those who have the
II IX.
natter of oranlzatioin actively in
program
elalsjiate
will be carendeavor
utmost
using
An
are
their
hand
ried out tonight at the Odd Fellows'
to get the movement started and they
success
hall, when U. K. Warren Post No. 6,
have met with deserved
Grand Army of the Republic, and Its
'apt. W. H. Glllenwater, chairman of
two auxiliary organizations, G. K.
the committee appointed by Gov. b
Warren Woman's Relief corps, No. 1,
o
8. Stover, chairman of the prelimin
ary meeting; at which Prof. J. I.
IIIK Ri:(.l I.Alt lll( KFN AND and John A. Logan Circle No. 1, LaTlnsley, aoll physicist of the Agricul Pl'MI'I.INO DINNER AT THE CO. dles of the G. A. R., will hold formal
Installation of the officer elected to
tural college, unfolded nts plans, Ll'MBl S HOTEL TOMORROW.

SS

LIAIULITIKS.
$
6. 894. SO
"A" stock
13.90S.M
"IV stock
2,319.22
"O" stock
3,379.42
"D" stock
1,839.25
"K" stock
16,644.22
"F" stock
17.266.49
Hills payable
7,714.67
Undivided profits

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
(Toss

N. E. STEVENS, General Agent,

HOLD On!

1RMRY

VEGAS.

To tho Prolmto Clerk, as required

Thos. F. Keleher

W.

Building

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

HEAT $6.00

LESS DIRT, MORE
PER TON, GENUINE

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and Ret It back Wednesday.
Imperial laundry Co.

ns

tjcorgo Hunch.
George liunch, 'it years old, died
of tuberculosis last night. His father, William P. Hunch, of Gainesville,
Mo., and a brother who lives In California, have been telegraphed
the
news of his death. In the meantime
Messenger boy. Western the body lies at a local undertaking
WANTF.D
establishment awaiting instructions as
Union Telegraph Co.
-It
disposition. Mr. Hunch came
KNT
T w orooins for i u7 71 to Its
F o itago for
housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North to Albuquerque eight months
hi health.
Broadway.
Foil IlKNT Nicely furnished rooms,
modern conveniences at KiO South INSTALLATION
AND
Third street.
cottage, close to the shops. 211 Atlantic avenue. Apply ul 8:27 South
Third street.
Foil SAL.K The t'laudu Giraid property on west Mountain road. Inquire on premises or at N'o. 300
North Hroadway.
Foil SALK Furniture, good as new.
InRange, bedstead, etc. (.'heap.
quire at once. Albuquerque HuhI-ues- s
College, Library building,

Round or Square

j'

The January Issue or "The Barbarian" contains one of the most vicious,
outrageous articles, untrue from beginning to end, against the southernwives
and
ers and their mothers,
daughters that it Is possible for any
d
man, under any circumstances, to have penned, and yet the
writer of this article is ltabbl J. If.
Kaplan, pastor of the Jewish Temple
on west Gold avenue.
It is so unfair and so untruthful
that any person (living In the at
mosphere of the good and desiring to
keep down his wrath on behalf of
every pure white woman born or
living south of the Mason and Dixon
line assailed by this Jewish rabbi),
would find it a great, difficult task to
segregate his article so as to reply to
any particular attack, because the article, in its entirety, is an assault of
the most vicious nature upon as pure
and noble class of men and women
as God in his wisdom ever gave

BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
RESCITY
AT ZEIGER'S CAFE
TAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
TOO I..VIK TO msMI'V.

Foil

TABLES

IN OIlDF.lt TO M KF. BOOM FOR
SPKINti STOCK MRS. COVFRDAIjK
;OI,I
AVKMTK,
AT 220 WI'-S- T

i

.

Burrowes Feather
Weight Folding

rv

ASSAULT UPON PURE

i.rn- -

GATION I IXDS UWVYKKS stii-i- ,
AIMil'ING TKCIIXICAIdTlKS.
Arguing objections to the evidence
taken before the referee in the Ari
zona ti Colorado Injunction
case
again occupied the attention of the
district court this morning.
After
the noon recess the arguments were
OKain resumed.
The questions were not passed upon
by the referee and it has remained
y
for Judge Abbott to call the
with regard to its admissaliilily
us evidence.
Attorneys fur the defendant corporation, the Denver Ac ftio Grande
itallroad company, tiled exceptions to
the court's ruling on many of the
'
disputed points.
--

GRAPHIC STRIKE BIGGEST

serve during the ensuing year. The
exercises will begin at the hall nt 7
p. tn. sharp.
All soldiers nnd sailors of the civil
war are cordially invited to attend the
PURE
ceremonies.
The following program
will be corrled out:
Call to order by Post Commander
.?. O. Caldwell.
(Continued From Page One.)
Song "America"
Audience
Prayer ...Chaplain Thomas Harwood
A
Daughter of Shlloh
from tho south.
Its Influences are, Instrumental
Miss Ftuchel Allison
still felt nnd as a cor.sequence, the
"Sheridan's Bide" and
southern white wotnar, Is not left ttecltatlous
"Our Banks Are Getting Thin"..
alone to fight the battle that upholds
Prof. F. L. Colburn
her honor.
Installation of officers of G. K. War
Lynching Is usually laid at the feet
of the south. What little Is done Is ren Post by Comrade Judge Ira A.
most usually done In defense of the Abbott.
white woman. Invr.rlably they lyncb Patriotic Rong
Mrs. A. M. Whlteomb and L.
white for what they lynch black when
Warn or.
It hits to do with woman.
Miss Bowers
In addition to these facts, scores of Beading
Installation of officers of Woman's
olhei.s could be given to prove the absolute falsity of the article In The Relief Corps, by Mrs. M. Whiteomh.
Barbarian, In what It has to do with Recitation "Barbara Frletchle" , .
Miss Chambers
the southern women.
Installation of officers of John A.
In recognition of these facts we
circle, by Post Commander J.
would give the writer of the attacked
article a dose of his own medicine by O. Caldwell.
Song "Marching Through Georgia''
quoting his own advice to him.
Audience
"The heart Is truest, noblest, best
which judges of his neighbor least." Beading "Burns of Gettyburg" . , .
Prof. F. I Colburn
especially when he Is absolutely in
the dark regarding existing condi- Song "The Star Spangled Banner"
Audience
tions.
"Most men dig their graves with
their teeth" but some with their vile.
slandering tongues.
SACRAMENTO FOREST RE
"Words are symbols or vehicles for
conveying psychic Impressions, feelings, and experiences, and bare words
SERVE IS NOW A REALITY
and definitions are never the cause of
Acfeelings."
such impressions and
cording to this assertion the writer
went nut of his bounds, for If he had (JO KUN.MKXT TAKKS STI.Ps TO
PKF.SF.KYK
TIM III :u IX
any experiences, they served him to
THF.SK MOrXTAINS.
no purpose. It is our advice, to quote
again, "Act uprightly and displse
The fact Hint the Sacramento forest
calumny. Dirt may stick to a mud
wall, but not to polished marble." It reserve, consisting of 637,220 acres. In
the heart of the Sacramento, has
Is our opinion that the southern wo
man represents the polished wall and been created is no surprise to the
w
the attacking riter, the mud wall, so people of Otero county, us their protests have never received nny encourIf the boot fits, put It on.
agement from Washington,
on the
J. F. PF.AVY, JR.
other hand, there were a large numOF ALABAMA.
ber of people who favored the crea
tion of the reserve. The new reserve
towncomprises some twenty-thre- e
VILE SLANDERER OE
ships and extends in a. southeasterly
direction from Mescalero reservation
WHITE WOMEN Into Otero and Chaves counties. None
of the details of the reserve have yet
been received.
To The Kvening Citizen.
Notlco of Stockholders' Meeting.
The' foul mouthed, vile slanderer who
is hereby given
the regNotice
over
presides
the Temple Albert has ular annual meeting ofthat
stocktho
a
In
monthly
a
published
diotribe
Albuquerque Traction
of
holders
the
every
wilful, deliberate
insult to
company will be held
the olllce
southern woman and every southern of said company. In trie at
town of
old
so
foul that the writer Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, New
man. It is
prosecution
renders himself liable to
Mexico, on the 8th day of January,
for sending obscene matter through 1907, at the hour of 10 o'clock in the
the mails. It cannot be quoted, in forenoon, for the election of direcyour columns without risking such tors and
transaction of such other
southprosecution. No
business as may properly come be
ern man or woman can afford to fore said meeting.
speak to this caricature on a man
A. B. McMlLLF.N.
who disgraces his race, to say nothing
Secy. Albuquerque Traction Co.
of the priesthood.
o
W . B. OHLIUCUS.- or
Itching, bleeding, protruding
blind piles yield to Doan's Ointment.
Chronic cases soon relieved, llnally
MOST DISGRACEFUL, VICIOUS cured. Druggists all sell It.

RABBI KAPLAN ATTACKS

QUESTIONJDMISSABILITY

iu;k iive.

EVENING CITIZEN,

BALDRIDGE

C.

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, looug 'best, weari the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERjIAN-WILLIAM-

--

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 022 West Hailroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of ull drug
habits undertaken. The liquor dls ease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to judge and pay after cured, ily treatment muy be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a sta i
brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. XV. XV. McCOKMICK, M. V.
Sixth street und lcallroad uvenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start the New Year With a Greeting to

All.

Jones and McPull, experienced men just from the Bell Vernon
Farms Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have the business In charge. ThU
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
)iio trial
and you are our customer.
Your for 1907,
T1IK MATTIIKW HVIItY CX).
THOMPSON, JONES and McFAM Proprietors.
Mebsrs.

FAGE SIX.

ALBUQUERQUE

PUBLIC FUNDS YAQUIS RAIDS

AN

IKI

ABED

EVENING

CITIZEN.

SATtRDAV. JAtfTTAnY

andrla on the occasion of her
day

S, IMT.

birth-

was an American automobile.
SIX FOOT THRILLER IS
The new steam yacht of one hundred feet designed by Henry J.
Is for Edgar F. Luckenback.
F
of
New York.
Stone throwing at automoblllsts is
not confined to this country. During
AMAZOVN PKOItHlTIONS.
the past season the English Motor
club secured convictions against a
large number of offenders.
Ht,Kht
feet 1 Inches
Highway Commissioner Joseph M. Weight
TA
ponnda
Snow, of the state of Washington, has Chest measurement
fit Inches
prepared a state nnd highway bill Waist
3IK laches
llOXIVt..
N. Y.. to Fred Crime, of patterned closely
( Fishkill.
after the New York Nck
18 H laches
neiore sailing for the oilier side pw London. Conn.
law of this kind and will endeavor to Upper arm
kaches
Of December by Territorial Exaggerated. Says a Ranch- - Found Dead In His Bed Yes Kittling Nelson announced thnt bo ,,ilHK. L. Woodard. of Norfolk v secure Its passage at the next session For''on
11 laches
(Would show tendon what he could
purchased the yacht Fire Flv. of the state legislature.
It will be n Calf
Kit
oo as a tnonalogiHt.
race her nt the Jamestown great boon to automoblllsts
He will tell the
Most
Treasurer Vaughn--man of the Infested InIf
terday Morning-Victiof
Mntons an nhouf his sueess In the ''"I"""'"""ed.
prize ring.
The turbine steam yacht Atlanta.
Excellent Report.
Itoston followers of the green cloth
dian Country.
Paralysis of Heart.
Maurice Sayers. the Milwaukee
' Could. X. V. A. C, has
will witness n billiard match in the
boxer, who won several contests in f'r " West Indian cruise. shesailed
near
will
future between Harrv rnn ,.r
Milwaukee
recently wili go up remain in the West Indies for the Philadelphia, and Albert Cutler, the
" If following public fiunl
i'eter (Jallaghcr. of f res. Sonora.
With Ills hands clasped upon his against
have
j w inter.
a
tough
p
proposition
short-stoin
new
Mexico,
the
left for his ranch In that sec breast and his eves closed as if in near
champion.
been received by Ten it rtal Treas
future. The one he will meet
The king of Spain Is bulbiioir
Sam
Murbarger.
urcr .1. II V.'iiiL'hii fur tlir month of tion after a stay at Islsbee wit li peaceful slumbei. Professor Lewis is
the champion
Unk
yacht
compete
to
Itussell.
Kinir
for
wrestler of Indiana, has again taken
friends. going to Nacor.ari.
Here m lip r:
from Schormoyer. a veteran musician of
I,.
John
cup
nt
Sullivim.
Cowes,
the
veteran,
the
was
up
reIsle
Wight
of
which place he will make hi way to Santa Fe, was found dead In bed nt
the game after several mouths
A. A. Keen, commissioner of puh
rest.
lie lands, to the credit of the follow - his home on horseback. Bays the HIs- - 7:30 o'clock yesterday morning at his one or the first to volunteer his ser- gatta In June next.
vices
for
I'loTessor
Agassiz
proposed
the
Terry
I UK funds:
has chartered the
The Stanford university base ball
Common school Income t'co Miner. Mr. Callagher, who liven home In the flat over the office of
steam yncht Virginia for a cruise In team will have an international
benefit In New York.
4.P2.'.r.fi; I'niversity income, $19.40: In the midst of the country, which re- - the New Mexican Printing company.
base
Honey
Mellody.
the
south.
the
welterweight
ball contest In Toklo, Japan, In May.
University saline. $!:).;. 7": Agtlcultur !ort has it is the scene of the Yanul Ills body was still warm at the time champion
Yuchtmen
ami
Thomas,
Joe
Interested
In
Calithe
ocean rac- The Japanese team blaved In Stan
ill
1K;
college Income.
Heform trouhle of recent weeks, stated that of the discovery and death had prob(chnnl Income $19.20; Miners' hos he looked upon most of the renortn ably ensued only an hour or two pre- fornia tighter, will meet In n twenty ing are anxiously awaiting the full ford last year.
round
contest
conditions
of
the
end
race
of this month.
the
lo Hermuda
pital Income, $67.64: Insane asylum I 'l" fxaggerations.
Prime Minister Clemnnceau, of
vious.
Heart paralysis is attributed
Fred Lucas, welterweight champion for sail yachts for the motor cup.
"I have lived In that section for a by the family physician as the cause
France, has promised some prominent
Income 1:13.15; Improvement of Klo
New
of
Is
York,
It
Terry
believed
nnd
there will be a
Martin will
motorists thnt the government would
tlrande Income, $1,!U0; Public build number of years, having a large of his demise.
meet In a ten round contest before er fleet of battleships, cruisers lam
lugs nt capital Income. $18.20; Pro ranch there and I suppose I would
and give all assistance for the holding of
Although 70 years of age the de- the
Valley
yachts
Falls,
A.
of
all
kinds at the James the Grand Prix nuto race under the
C. Rhode Island,
coeds of 5 per cent I'tilled States know about as much as anyone there ceased was as active as most men on the night
of the loth. The men ion expostton than were ever be auspices of the Automobile Club of
land Kales ( permanent ). J
5.r. about It. 1 am Inclined to look on the twenty yenrs younger and was in ap- are well matched.
fore
assembled
at one time
reports that come In to the 1'nlted parently good health when he retired
France.
Total ltl.67K.2fi.
For the second lime in its history
Governor tl. J. la itcrniaii, to the I s'les as greatly exasperated In most Thursday night about 10:30 o'clock.
UAClNr;.
the champion football team of the
credit of proceeds 10 per cent l H. I respects.
MISCELLANEOUS.
After eating a hearty supper he had
O'Conner.
'Surely we have n few people kill gone out to attend to personal busithe American jockey,
foreHt reserves. $4,672.70.
...in viiMiornia comes the news English high school of Huston
has
Captain Arthur Trelfnrd. superln ed off each year by either the Yaquls ness nnd returned about 10 o'clock. win nne tn cross country events In mat Manager Chance of the Chicago elected u colored boy us captain.
r
ranee until tin- beginning of the'lubH
signed several coast league
tendetil New Mexico penitentiary, or Mexican bandits but the number Hefore retiring for the night he sat
Is not nearly
players for next season.
so large as reports down and read a newspaper. He had flat racing season,
convicts" earnings, $2,009.23.
Xine yearlings by Central Trust
There will be four or five new man- PETITIONS CIRCULATED
Will C. JiartH's. secretary
Cattle which reach the press on this side of not complained of suffering from any
Sanitary borud. cattle Indemnity fund. the line would lead the general pub- - ailment during the day and was not have been registered in the American agers in the Central League the cornlie to believe and many of the stories even afflicted with a cold as a result Stud Hook by .1. C. Carroll, of Winni ing season.
J 146.50.
FOR COUNTY DIVISION
The Hamilton Tigers are the rugby
Hcrnalillo county. Justo II. Arniijo, have absolutely no foundation.
of the recent wintry weather. He had peg.
Nnlter will ride for H. J. Walden football champions
"In fact I do not think much of the remarked before going to bed that
treasurer, taxes for 1902, $2.02: 1903
of Canada for
stable at New Orleans, this winter. 1906.
matter.
We hear the reports but he expected to arise earlier than usu
$5.19; 1904. $24.86:
1H0T. $370.07;
never see any of the killings. of in the morning as he had some work He has left for the south.
Jack Johnson, the colored heavy- ACTIVE STEPS ItEINC TAKEN TO
1906. $20,668.80; total. $21,067.94.
C. Itoss, the Jockey who was inHAVE SAN MICI EL COUNweight pugilist has sailed for AusChaves county, J. K. Ix?a. treasur- course we are made aware nt times to perform that he wanted to finish
jured at Ascot Tark, is nil right again tralia.
TY DIVIDED IIY THE
er; taxes for 190"). $377.20; 1906,
that there tire n few people killed during the day.
I.EtilSLATlltE.
but as a Keheral thing none of the
Instead of cruising on Long Island
Total. $3,024.37.
At 7:30 o'clock when he had not ap and is galloping horses.
Nearly all the American Jockeys next summer, the Corinthian Yacht
. Colfax county,
tJeorgo .1. Pace. Americans are molested and we look peared at the breakfast table, Mrs,
If petitions to the territorial legis
treasurer: taxes for 190.1. $189.9!; upon the matter more as the bugaboo Charles E. Doll, Ms daughter, went who raced In Europe hist year have club of Philadelphia, has decided to
of the traveler on this side of the Into his room to awaken him. He ap signed contracts to return during the cruise to the Jamestown exposition. lature will have any effect San Mi
1906. $9,973.46.
Total $10,163.41
guel
county will probably bo divided
There Is some talk of
Dona Ana county. Oscar Lohraan, line who has been Into Mexico and peared to be sound asleep and she coming season.
Hrooklyn on the Calllnas
for petition!
J. W. Fuller, the Texas turfman, Yacht club sailing withthe
treasurer: taxes for 1902 $23.91; 1903 wishes to 'have some fun' by spread- placed her hand on his shoulder to
the Quaker are now being river,
JUNO MAY.
circulated In every
of battle anil sudden arouse him after her call had been will come east this season with a tars this summer.
$65.16: 1904. $176.37:
1905. $533.15; ing reports
America Is soon to enjoy the thrills
Fishing for pickerel Is permitted precinct east of that stream nnd sign
death than otherwise.
1806. $6,616.91; total. $7,315.50.
unheeded. She realized then that tier string of horses.
ers are plentiful, says the Optic. A of a new nessntlon a genuine wo'1 hear the Mexican troops are father was
in .xew jersey this month.
Eddy county, J. I). Walker, treaseither dead or dying nnd
urer: taxes for 1902, $24.95; 1903, out after the Indians and therefore hastily summoned Dr. David M
t.oansn and hake have recently paper was circulated among the busi- man wrestler. Juno May, who Just
YACJITIN4J.
been taken by handllne fishermen oft ness men and city officials of Las now is stirring things up for the ediJ9.12; 1904, $10.28;
1905,
$85.61; think that the worst of the trouble Knnpp. When the physician arrived
ThP auxiliary
yacht Gladys has me
Vegas and only one man approached fication of the London Johnnies. She
is over.
.New Jersey coast.
The troops will drive the he saw at a glance that life was ex been sold by L. H.
.1906, $5,449.36;
total $5,579.32
Whlttemore
of t King Edward's gift to Queen Alex refused to aftlx his name to the docu- Is only 22. but tips the beam at over
t.uadalupe county, Camillo Ran Indians back Into the mountains nnd tlnct.
ment.
250, and is six feet two In height.
we shall hear no more of them for a
ches, treasurer: taxes for 190
He staled that In all probability dis
It is reported that there are mnnj
$386.15,
1906, $1,321.87; total. $1.- - time until some other Americans go solution had occurred between 5 and
So
Is that athletic young
supporters to the movement In the womanconfident
Into Sotiora and come out telling 6 o'clock.
690.02.
In her ability as a wrestler
county
precincts
they
nnd
are
that
Urajit county. A. S. tioodell. treas- tales of the killings which have oc
sho Is willing to wacer $5,009
Lewis Schormoyer was born on Do
working with a will to have the prop- that
urer; taxes for 1902, $84.40; 1903. curred there, of which the residents ceniber 25. 1836, and had therefore
that she can best any woman In the
upon
favorably
osition
acted
nt
the
$93.67; 1904. $135.73; 1903. $410.97; have not heard.
She will also wrestle any
attained the scriptural span of three
coming se: lon of the legislature. world.
".Sonora, and especially the section score years and ten on last Christmas
1906, $10,911.26; total. $11,645.95.
man not over 165 pounds In weight.
Those
division
for
claim
the
that
Is
very
prosperous
Ures
iround
Lincoln county, J. H. Canning,
now. day. He was a native of Munich
says she began wrestling when
county is already ns good as split and n Juno
treasurer: taxes for 1902. $13.56; In fact the prosperity is greater than Germany. When still a youth after re
school girl of 13. She liked it so
looking
are
for
candidates.
around
any
In
it
time
history
1903, $13.15;
the
1904, $32.83;
of the state. eclving a common school education he
well thnt she has kept at It ever since,
1905,
The opponents of the scheme claim despite
It will continue to be so I believe came to the United States with other
$280.65;
1906, $868.26; total.
the objections of her parents.
enough members of the legisla- She
that
as It is most wonderfully mineralized members of his family
wrestles in Graeco-Koma- n
and located at
style,
Inugalnst
proposition
to
are
ture
the
and
deserves
better
things
Luna county. C. J. Kelly.: treasurthan have Harrisburg,
v: i, ir
ma v
so far has had an easy Tictory
vv "
vm
am
Pennsylvania.
vrri
From
r
on the matter and
sure
no
action
that
er: taxes for 1902, $27.20; 1903, heretofore fallen to It."
over all the women who have dared
Pennsylvania he subsequently went to
will be taken this year.
$10.0$; 1904. $28.82; 1905, $185.35;
to face her on the mat. Sho has also
St. Louis and thence to Kansas City,
1906, $2,227.92; total $2,479.32.
In 1860 he removed to Denver, Col
successful in most of her
A Jamaica l4i(ly Speaks Highly of been
Mora county. Daniel Cassldy, treas- P. A. SPECKMAN VS.
orado, where he was married and re
matches against men.
Cluuiilx-rlaiii'- s
Itemed-- .
Cough
urer: taxes for 1902, $19.67: 190$,
sided there until 1875. when he and
Strangely enough Juno is not at
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su$6.65; 1904. $14.75; 1905. $28.15; 1906
his family came to Santa Fe. He had
perintendent
all fond of outdoor sports, and deof Cart Service at
$3,277.88; total, $3,316.10.
CANDIDO PADILLA lived In this city ever since.
.
Island.-pends entirely upon gymnasium work
Jamaica, West Indies
McKinley county. Palmer Ketner,
says that she has for some years used to keep in condition for her matches.
treasurer: taxea for 1903. $15.63;
Cough Remedy for
In a letter Juno says she Is looking
Chamberlain's
1905. 66 cents; 1906. $6,126.72;
toii'MMUS tXIXTKST TASK VCill
coughs, croup and whooping cough forward to winning a great many victal, $6,143.01.
U K OF PKOllATK CLF.UK
"11
and has found it very beneficial. She tories in America, and Is coming here
Otero county.- J. .'. Dunn, treasurIN TOlUtANCK C'OI'NTY.
has implicit confidence In it and would as soon as she is through with the
er: taxes for 1904. $450.65.
1905,
UNDER
not be without a bottle of it In her matches she has' on hand la EngARREST
A hearing tn the contest case of P.
$125.38; 1906, $11,387.12; total,
land. Her manager Is Antonio Pierrl.
home. Sold by all druggists.
A. Speckman vs. Candldo
Padilla for
Quay
county, Donald Steward, the office of probate clerk of Tor
ir. sm;i)i;kf.k. who is al.
treasurer: taxes for 1905. $79.39; 1906 rance county was commenced at 2
$1,689.77; total, $1,669.16.
o'clock yesterday afternoon In chamliKfaCI) TO IIAVK NKClllKI)
San Miguel county, fiugenio Ro- bers of the territorial supreme court
MONEY ON HAD CHECKS
mero, treasurer: taxes for 1904. $4.27; at the capitol, Santa Fe, before Judge
IS
CAI'tiHT.
10.
A. Mann of the Sixth Judicial dis1905, $305.02; 1906. $14,346.02; total
$14,655.31.
trict. The hearing begun yesterday Is
IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA, CANADA
on
the motion filed by the contestee
Santa Fe county, Celso Lopez,
L. 11. Snedeker, who was in Santa
treasurer: tuxes for 1903. $33.54; to dismiss the contests becuuse of al- Fe two months ago, engaged In getleged defective service. Attorney E. ting up a special
1904, $8.91;
190.'. $3.06:
lSuti.
edition of the Dally
H. Itrumbeck of Estancla and Judge New Mexican,
total. $7,146.41.
Irrigated farm lauds in Egypt, according to reports of the United
and who left for parts
Hun Juan county,
.
K. Williams, X. 1!. Iiughlin of Santa Fe are counun Known, hits been located In Salt
Department of Commerce, are worth S225 per acre. Irrigated
States
treasurer: taxes for 1904, $.1.73: 1905, sel for the contestant, while the con- Lake City, says that paper. It Is un
iu the United States are worth from $100 to t'J.tWO per
farm
lands
testee is represented by Colonel Ceo. derstood thut he obtained the sum
$231.81; 1906. $1,958.29;
'
total.
acre.
of
A
W. Prllchard and Captain F. C. AbVX
$60 from the firm of Digneo & NaIrrigated farm lands ia Southern Alberta ate worth Just ag much,
Sierra county, John
Plemmons, bott of Santa Fe. In his complaint poleon in Estancla on a check on a
or more than lands In Egypt and the United States, but the Canadian
treasurer: taxes for 1903. $23; 1904. and notice of contest Mr. Speckman bank In Colorado Springs, Colorado,
Paclflc Railway Company Is selling them at from $18 to $25 per acre,
$16.47; 1905, $289.94: 1906. $5,824.48. aeis mat ne was defeated by fraudu1 for the purpose of inducing settlement in their 3,000,000-acrand when this check was presented
block.
lent means, alleging the counting of for payment It was returned with
total, $6,154.89.
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from $18
the
Socorro county, Jose
Torres, illegal votes and other irregularities endorsement
now
by
per
being
purchasers
acre
held
are
to $25
at from $50 to
the
funds available."
i
treasurer: taxes for 1902, 35 cents; of the election. Judge Mann recently Messrs. Digneo "no
& Napoleon have been
$75 per acre.
signed an order from the court plac after Snedeker since
1903. $3.52; 1904. $3.18; 1905 $366.-3The difference between $18 and $2,000 is worth while, if you are
that time for an
1906, $8,977.54; total $9,360.92.
ing tne ballot boxes Involved In the explanation and for repayment
in doubling and trebling your money within a few months.
interested
of
the
Taos county. Jose E. Medina, treas- hands of a disinterested party. For- amount bo obtained by him.
you are, drop a card to the address below and receive .detailed InIf
is
It
urer: taxes for 1902. $10.60; 1903, mer Probate Clerk John W. Corbett also stated that he obtained money
formation, Including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the oppor$6.96; 1904, $23.64; 1905. $47.64; 1906 was appointed as custodian of the under similar
tunity of the age.
circumstances
from
LAN
JOHNSON.
$2,742.66; total $2,831.61.
ballot boxes with the consent of both Messrs. Lacome & Cable, proprietors
IlESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN Is getting an in sight.
county. William Mcin- contestant and contestee. Candldo of the Hotel Claire. The parties in
Torrance
What the
The Canadian Pacific Irrigation Colonization Co's., Ltd.
tosh, treasurer: taxes for 1906,
Padilla qualified for the office of pro- Interest are going to secure Snedeker's
LEAGUE IS THE TROUBLE MAN .....M,fr writes about the umpire
bate clerk as required by law and arrest on a charge of obtaining money
I'OIt EVERYTHING
IN THE "v"'u "Ul iook well in print. It is
ROOM 31, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA
Union county. John
F. Wolford, entered upon the discharge of his duunder false pretenses and have him
the man with
ORGANIZATION
HE'S
THE uiuiiiK io jonnson,
treasurer: taxes for 1903, 16 cents; ties as such on the first of January.
brought back to Santa Fe for examiao, who must sift the facts
Bala Department, Irrigated Lend, Canadian PeeiHe Railway
1904, 16 cents; 1905. $169.49; 1906.
STRENUOUS.
ALWAYS
IJUSY from the abuse and make the
nation. Snedeker is believed to be in
de
$433.46; total, $10,603.26.
Our KOLGII DltY work don's have the custody of the police authorities
RAN.
cision, u is a cinch that one of the
Valencia county. Solomon Luna, to be washed over. Imperial laun- In the big Mormon town. Legal
disputants is going to think he erred
steps
treasurer: taxes for 1902, $659.82; dry Co.
a little.
are now being taken for that purpose.
year
"Fifteen
thousand
dollars a
1903. $126.33:
1904. $22.40;
1905.
One of the jlubs lags a little in the
for being president of a base ball
$449.28; 1906, $6,875.21;
total, $8,- Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
for the pennant, and Is proving
league.
Nothing
do
to
but to ride arace
33.94.
poor drawing attraction.
over the country, boss umpires, call
othThe
R. R. HALL. Proprietor
down 'chesty' managers anil get er managers who are busy men say
Iron and Brut Caitlnn; Ore, Coal and Lsmr Cart; Itaft'afi,
"we
g,.t
will
your
Johnson
to
picture
prod
LEFT DECOY
In
papers."
that
IN
the
That
tee
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Calimm a4 Iroa
about expresses the popular idea of team up a little." He has to scheme
Building.
Ran Johnson's Job. Rut Johnson and plan to urou.se new interest in
Repair on Mining end Mill Machinery e Bpoclalty
PLACE OF MONEY
could tell another side to the story, the laggard team. He has to think
Foandry east side t railroad traek.
AJbaqari, m. eX
the thousand and one things to do, out deals to Increase the strength of
the
weak
club,
and
then
m.il
tl.o
petty
annoyances,
the
and the seriWKAII'UV KATUN MKIW'IIANT AC- The advantages of a Perfection
ous questions that bob up during the other managers see the benefits of the
cutsKS txni'i.i: or attkmit.
trades.
year
Jlore sleepless
Oil Heater are realized when you
and make the Job of being presi- proposed
IN
TO lil.ACKMAIL HIM
dent of a ball league a strenuous one. nights ami weary trips.
to
want
heat
particular
some
room
OUT OF 11VE III MMIK.D
Some star of the game gets disRight off the reel is the umpire
or hallway in a hurrv- - Hw't a
IKM.LAltS.
question.
Although it is President satisfied and is playing poor ball.
heater that vou can tasilv
Johnson's plan never to hire an um- "I ll tel Ran about it," says the manCharles Hemsberg, one of the
about; some thins? vou cannot do with
pire from his application, he gets ager, and then the president has to
wealthiest and most prominent meryour
other
hundreds
of applications Just
the hurry off to see the dl.sgrunted one.
stoves.
Far
superior
to
other
chants of Kuton, wus the victim of
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Meals 25cts.
find out in a tactful way what the
"Rugtown"
same.
over
in
one
Some
oil
heaters
and
a
necessity
in houses that
attempted black mail some three
trouble Is, and remedy It. He Just
tips
off
a
to
is
it
Ran
"Jones"
that
120 W. Silver Ave.
ago,
are
hard
to
F. J. Gross, Prop.
weeks
heat. The
and as a result a man
wizard when it comes to calling balls can't fail.
named Walker and his wife are in
and strikes and satisfying everybody
Schedule making, too. Every team
jail at Katon, charged with the crime.
on close decisions. Friends of Jones must have a little the best of it. and
An anonymous, threatening
letter
send In a few letters and newspaper even the skipping of rainy days must
was received by Mr. Uemsberg defriends use :i column or so telling be taken into consideration.
manding thut he place a package conhow good Jones Is.
When you come right down to It.
taining $500 in a barrel in an alley
Johnson gets interested and has a man seldom gets paid very long for
rOR mVCRYTHINQ KLCCTRICAL
in Katun on a certain date. Mr. Hems-ber- g
his minor league agent look up the what ho Is going to do. If he keens
on the night named placed a
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
man. If he looks good on the Meld on raking In the fat salary he must
Latest Designs in Table Lamps, Chandeliers, Shades and
dummy package In the barrel. Offand runs his game well, the next snow wnat he has done. Since the
s.
Have your House Wired.
Klectric
fives intense heat and is as easy to
icers watched throughout the night,
step is to find out if he Is honest. Af- extension movement of the American
operate as a lamp. The wick cannot be
hut their vigil was not rewurded.
WORK
ALL
GUARANTEED
ter honesty come his nerve. Judgment, League President Johnson has workShortly after dayllgnt, a woman
turned too high or too low. The smokeSO
W. Railroad Avenue
knowledge of the game and tenacity ed overtime with the burden of proBoth Rhone
passing through the alley, apparently
less
device prevents all smoke and smelL
to go through
the season without moting and organizing six different
by accident swung ugalnst the barrel
clubs. The financial fiite of those
missing an assignment.
Brass oil fount beautifully embossed.
turning It over. When the dummy
All this tlino the president has been who had before bucked the mighty
If you have tried other tailors and
package tumbled out, Hiie picked it
noias quarts ot oil and
spending many a sleepless night on National League was ever present as
up and took It home. The officers
burns 9 hours. Ornamental
are
not satisfied why aot try us.
the Pullmans, going here and there a handicap when talklnit to the men
followed and arrested her and her
as well as useful. Two
man,
money
with
see
to
get
the
for
a
to
on
line
Ihe
We
know we can please you, once
husband.
finishes nickel an-- J.pan.
Since 1901 the league attendance
himself whether the press reports.
you
get
& suit of us you are sure to
Everv r.irr
letters and telegrams he hus been re- has been growing until last year paid
How to Prevent Itlllous Attacks.
- admissions more than doubled those
unpreby
come
celvlng
written
again,
as our work ia all strictly
have
your
been
not
at
sealer's
write our nearest agency
One who is subject to bilious at'f 1901. One of the league managers
judlced people.
ucM.npuvc circular.
tacks will notice that for a day or
first
lass
When the choice is made Ills trou- has said he considers Johnson about
more before the attack he is not hunCleaning, pressing and repairing
bles with tho new man have only 35 per cent of the value of his fran- gry at meal times and feels dull after
! begun.
A watchful eye must be kept chlse.
A dose of Chamberlain's
eating.
neatly
done on short notice.
Then there is the usual routine of
on him for at least a year. Suggeslutcly afcj pcrftctlv
Htomuch and Liver Tablets when
tooffice
occasionally,
u, the best lamp lor
you
coitttrucurd,
work
president
sent
lad
with
must
be
which
If
tions
the
want something rlht give
hou,holi
these tirht symptoms appear will ward
use. An ornament lo every room. Made oi trass throughgether with a word of encouragement must be familiar, the trips to attend
off the attack. They are fur sale by
a
trial.
ruckd-plateout
and
meetings of the National Association,
Every lamp warranted. Knotat
when needed..
a.11 druggists.
tUTi, write lo ntarest agency 't)' descriptive circuLr.
When there Is trouble over a de- careful consideration of eucb, case
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY.
cision of the umpire, of course it is that is brought before It.
HOME-MADFEE'S PEERLESS
Yes, the president of the American
F. TOMEI & BRO.
carried lo Ua Johnson. Thu umpire
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
writes that the manager Is a hog, League has a snap, but he must be a
STORE- 1 10 Railroad
Avenue
and is never satisfied unless his team Ran Johnson to make It a map.
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The "cure" will disappenr to
be replaced by "aid In the cure." No
misleading statement will he allow-- f
I'd to be printed on packages or labels regarding the nrtlcle contained

EVENING

rur.

CITIZEN.

frOOO000C0CC00K)

rure."

PUTYQUR MONEY INTO A
rue
1

Female W ealmess'

Vehicles

therein or the Ingredients or substance used In Its manufacture. The
label on nil medicine must bear a
"Last Fall," writes Mrs. S. G. Bailey, of Tun-nelto- n,
statement showing the fact If uny of
the following substances nre used In
W. Va.,
was going down by inches,
Alcohol, mortin ir manufacture:
from female disease, with preat pain. After takphine, cocaine, heroin, alpha or beta
eucalne, chloroform, lannabt Indiing Cardui, Oh! My! Howl was benefited 1 1
ra, chloral hydrate, acetanlllde or
any derivative or preparation from
not well yet, but am so much better that 1 will
am
any of these substances.
keep on taking Wine of Cardui till I am perfectly
The new product of a nianufactur- j
concern which was formerly
cured."
to cure all case of
Ilng
nnd lung diseases no longer
Despite the envious attacks of jealous enemies
bears such a statement on the pack
age. In one case the label says;
and rivals, Qirdui still holds supreme position
"This compound contains 4 per
HMSlS'nTtHSl CABINET
cent alcohol and three minims puritoday as in the past 70 years for the relief and
fied chloroform per fluid ounce, and
The Furniture Man.
Write for Booklet.
Ingredients."
valuable
other
Cor. Coal and Second
cure of female diseases. It stops pain, tones up
Cor. Coal & Second, East end Viaduct
Nearly every headache medicine on
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474
the market contains some one of the
the organs, regulates
FREE ADVICE
deleterious substances and now they
must be so marked. An ounce botus
Irltrf drv'rlhiag all
Wrr
functions,
and
the
aids
your
mpUHTis,
ill srnJ you
nj
tle of one of the leading headache
AjU-erre
In pl.iin mmL'J emckpc.
'cures" now carries the remark:
replacement
Addre: I aJirV Advknry lVp.irlmt'nt,
in
of
the
1 he I h.Mt.inuoKJ Medicine t.o.,t
"This original package contains 350
Tenn.
per ounce
grains uctephenetldine
a misplaced organ.
guaranteed under the Food and Drug
act. June 30. 10."
At Every Drug Store in
Bottles.
Candle lire Affcctiil.
The vanilla nnd lemon extracts
must now be made from the vanilla
bean or lemons or bo sold under another name. Vanilla is largely manufactured from the tincture of vanilOF
la. After January
this product
must be so marked
The percentage
of alcohol must be placed on the labels of bottles.
There will be no
W. II Cooper. J. M. Hughes. II.
Food
Pure
the
Under
&
Lawand
Houston
i u I' UK ,11,' nuiid
On the Galveston
in, 'it-- rtiiiiiiti iiti,i. i
Wolfe and J. Odd Hamilton, till
fountains.
The banana product is
Kcnna.
DifWill
Be
Candies
In
Road Down
made from ehers anud must be sold as
of;
Missionary
liaptlst church,
an ether compound instead of "bu- Hope, New Mexico. Prlnclpul place
Too.
ferent
Texas.
nana." Many other fruit flavors are
of business, at Hope. F.ddy County.
mude from chemicals. If the flavors
Territorial agent, M. M. Havis. at!
are not made from real fruits, they
Object,
Hope. No caplttil stock.
,
I
sale
in
increased
will
tin
result
he
"It
,JO
w
to be sold as fruit
Flank Apple tlio chairman of
preaching the gospel and cducutlon
c'neuji
foods."
I weal
of
grievance committee of the
flavors.
of
of the people In the doctrine
UrotbortMuit of llallway Trainmen,
Nearly all the retail druggists In
This was the comment of a whole- Christianity.
Duration, liny years.
will leu.
for Houston this afternoon sale grocer upon the pure food and Albuquerque have a supply of drug"
Incorporators, M. M. Davis nnd J. A.
to meet with representatives of other drugs act which went into effect Jan- - on hand which were purchased bel'lcrce, ,,f Hope, and W, Ward, of
offiuary 1.
committees and place before the
fore the drug manufacturers had preArtesla.
cials of the Galveston and Houston a
" I don't know of a single cheap pared the new pure food law labels.
Notary Public ApHdnted.
says
the food or food combination which has t Is believed that they will be al- request for a raise in wages,
James H. Daugherty, of Nara Visa,
El Pas Herald. The grievance men been kept off the market by the owed to dispose of this old stock
t'nlon county, has been appointed a
will meet with the officials in the commission at
Many As a precaution they are marking all Mining Engineer After Extendnotary public by Governor linger-maWashington.
next few days to take up the question people
he old stock, "On hand leeember
accustomed
been
have
of a raise in pay.
31. 19t)6."
Deputy Internal Itevrniic Collector
to purchasing high priced articles beed Trip Enthusiastic Over
The conference at Houston will cause they believed they were getIn confectionery the new chocolate
for Arizona.
doubtless not be held. It is said, until ting a better grade of goods. The reams will be a yellowish color In
Frank C. Crandall, son of SuperinFuture of Sonora.
a similar conference now beinir held cheaper varieties will have the same stead of pure white, and the bright
tendent Clinton J. Crandall. of the
between the trainmen and the rail- pure food labels as the better qualivivid colors of cheap grades of candy
United States Indian training school,
road men in Denver is terminated. ties, and the cheaper grades will be will disappear.
The brilliant candy
Frank M. Mott ami wife, of F.I Santa Fe, who has been an employe
The tralmen on the O. H. will ask bought. Take for Instance the differ- dyes are made from coal l.ir pro Pau, were in Hlsbee a few days since. of the Indian service at that school
for the same raise which they expect ent kinds of catsup. The cheapest ducts. No randy will be sold con- ieurning to their home after an ex- for two years, has been appointed by
the trainmen in Denver will receive.11 and best now bear labels saying that taining a malt or spirituous liquor tended trj through Sonora, during Collector of Internal Revenue, H. P.
However, if a raise Is not granted,
No which they visited the ITres district. Hardshar. as deputy Internal revenue
they conform, to the demands of the compound or narcotic drugs.
Is stated, the trainmen will not con- - pure food act.
on all more "clay" candles will be manufaclabel
Nacozarl district collector for the district of Arizona,
The
Altar district. th
wider striking, as they were Riven a grades shows the presence of
tured, as the new law provides that and Huaymas, In connection with Mr. and accepted tho olllce.
His station
voluntary raise on November 1 last
a
no
mineral substances shall form
Mott's profession of mining engineer. will bo cither at Prescott or at
of soda for preservative
by the company.
confectionery.
The
constitutent of
Mr. Crandall Is a bright
"I found conditions In all these disThe company raised the wanes of j Trodc! I'ormulas May iW SjhivI.
following substances nre also tabooed tricts very good Indeed from it min- young mini of very good habits, a
the O. H. trainmen November 1 to the
of candles: ing viewpoint," said Mr. Mott, when graduate of the New Mexico Military
require in the manufacture
new luw does not
standard established by the Chicago theThemanufacturer of foods and food Terra alba, lmrytes, talc, chrome yel interviewed by a Hlsbee Miner repre- Institute at Uoswell and well fitted
conference held last summer and in compounds to disclose trade formu low or other poisonous color or sentative, "ami I look on the future for the position. Collector Hardshar
view f the voluntary raise the trainof the whole state of Sonora as an as- made a wise selection.
the foods do not contain llavor.
men do not feel disposed, it is said, to as In case
It
sured fact, it Is one of the greatest
unwholesome Ingredients.
strike if the raise is not forthcoming. added
XOTU'K I'Olt rt'lU.lCAT10N.
mineral centers In my opinion. In the
however, that all adul
They are asking for more pay, they docs require,
world, and has Just begun to be ex Uepartment of
shall be so labeled and THERE IS NO RUSH
the Interior, I And Ofdeclare, for the same reason that the terated foodsmisbranding
ploited.
of any ar
fice at Santa Fe. New Mexico.
men in Denver are asking the high makes the
in Sonora we were through
"While
There
a
food
misdemeanor.
of
ticle
December 26. 1906.
cost of living In the west.
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Yaqul country and durwill no longer be any "pure
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
The trainmen will place the request hum"
party
one
saw
ing
time
but
all
new
that
labels
In
cans.
The
sold
of Helen, N. M., has llled
of a 16 per cent raise in wages, it is call it "corn syrup with sorghum
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notice of his intention to make final
said, and the yardmen will usk what
country
any
to
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harm.
do
m
IX
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flavor."
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they think will be decided on at the
through there Is very good indeed for live year proof In supportEntryof No.
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Denver meeting.
almy
opinion,
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branded
SW1 IUXfJ
21. lflOl. for the
The local yardmen will ask that
though it will not be opened up much 6621. made October
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line
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until
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The recruiting service, or at least
before Jesus I, una. Probate
other requests of a local nature be- longer be constituents of cheap bak
pushed as rapidly as possible, how- be mude t,os
that part of the United Stales army ever,
Luuas, N. M., on Febru
Clerk, at
fore the officials.
comple
to
be
rushed
will
and
new
of
brands
All
the
powders.
with offices In Arizona Is experiencary 7, 1907.
The lovember raise called for an ing
future.
Immediate
In
the
tion
stating
labels
powder
bear
reing great difficulty in securing
' names me following witnesses
Increase of 4 cents an hour for the baking
"While awaiting the coming of the
contain any of cruits to the service. At present there
his continuous residence up- yardmen, raising the wages of the that thev do not cheap
"
I'rove
..a
is
roimtrv
of
the
..e,,l.,
Jel
buoket
are three offices open in Arizona,
on. ana cultivation or, tne tana, viz:
day men to 32 cents and the night these articles. The
abeyance
In
good
deal
being
a
held
as
hav
aside from the one at Tort Whipple. although
Ituperto Jaramillo, of Helen, N. M.;
men to 34. Foremen were raised to lies will no longer bo labeled
country Is tilled with
ing the flavors of these fruits.
There Is one at Tucson, one at I'res-co- tt prospectorstheand
Simon
35 cents a day and 37 at night.
Serna. of Hos Chavez, N. M.;
property
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mining
sugars
granulated
which
The new
anil one In l'hoeulx. So far
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Herders, who receive the pay of
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to
by
up
them
rapidly
taken
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the require there have been but two enlistments,
helpers, put in 12 hours a day and grocers say conform toever,
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anything
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anil consequently is without result. Five men have made
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were wearing visions of the new law.
II tie citn i"i Mii'i- v Um
litical headquarters
I
Hi Idl vV
M
It
each.
$10
par
of
value
of
the
pation
llegulets
cure
shares
ronstit
or
Is
patent
Doan's
of
the
this
true
today.
standard
smiles
oUfr, mt s il si it- mi i. I r It
busidevelopment
general
any
if
Object.
nausea,
'
no
nor
griping,
llnmr.t.-l
Druggists
without
proprietary
reuorted
was
that
eenerallv
medicines.
It
!.r;i"ii'''rn mm o.n-'- r n in. .
Incor- fill!
passes would be issued after midnight say that these medicines will no weakening effect. Ask your druggist ness. Duration, fifty years.
v.;.. am- - i.. .!!..
im:m,i
porator, D. . Hoynton, C. W. Ayres, 4li u.i3ii.sirrcl, M.U 4tKR.
to for them. 25 cents per box.
December 31 except to employes of longer be labeled "guaranteed
the railroad, but the hopes that this
rumor was unfounded came true
when the pasteboards came out. The
indications are that the passes are
Just as plentiful this year as In for
mer years except to those who told
of the evils of the pass during the
recent political campaign. These men H
are not to have any temptation put
in their way this year because they
are not to have any puss. Not fvr a
while, at least.
The Atchison, Topeka i Sunta Fe
is the only road which lias issued H
the annuals for 191)7 thus far, but It U
Mexico
Is reported that the I'nion I'artile and
Railroad Metropolis of
BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERMissouri Pacific will semi out the A
QUE, N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
Fe
cards soon. The Chicago, Jlock Is
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
land & l'ucltlc is said to have discon
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
tinued printing annuals.
CITY, GALVESTON AND TOINTS LAST TO SAN
Engineer 10. S. Sheppaid has re
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
ported for duty again after several H
AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
EASTERN
months of all kinds of trouble. In the
PASO AND TEXAS.
got
tirst place, Engineer Sheppard
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
laid off for a wreck In the Gallup
yards. Then ill fortune overtook him
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
In the way of being Injured and last
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
came a severe spell of sickness, with
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
a set back. Mr. Sheppard is une of H
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
the popular young engineers on the
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
Winulow division.
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
A recent bulletin, which has been
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESissued by Chief Engineer C. A. Morse,
TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
of the Santa Fe, announces the aboliMILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
tion of the title of assistant engineer
WINERY; TUHEE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
and designates the rank of all former
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
assistant engineers as division engiWOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
neers. J. A. Koach has been apITS IMPORTANCE
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
pointed as division engineer of the
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
new Arkansas valley division.
a a j
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED,
The Santa Fe put m operation on ft
New Year's day tho nemaphore block
WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y.
system between Syracuse, Kansas, and
BECKER, Pfes

...AND...

'

"I

r

Statt the New Year Right

i

J. D. EMMONS,

I

TRAINMEN

1

WILL NO MORE

CURE

1

Harness
at Reduced
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLVl
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET Ut
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornar Fir tt Strut and Tfjaraa Avanum

K)4K00000C00KMK
WE FILL

.

.haua-noog-

PRESCRIPTIONS

$1.00

ALLS TO BE

1

SOLD

WAGES

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

j j j j

WINE

1

j

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

1

IRE

ASK

SONORA RICH IN

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
pa AM u
. .
1 n iy
vr
Zi OTvlfcto vn i n s. i,
Rinnnci

THE

LATEST

1

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

'

aied

SEVEN.

MANY

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

j
j

KORBER & CO.,

n.

ben-zon-

AND

CURE

Moat Market

LUNGS

Dr. King's
Nov; Discovery
ONSUMPTION

OUGHStnd

g.

I

THK

Salt Meat
Steam Sauaaga Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building. Nortd Third Btraaf.

All Klnda of Fraah and

WITH

te

Wick-enbur-

THIRD STREET

KILL THE COUCH

OLDS

W. E. MAUGEW

Prlet
600 $1.00
Free Trial.

Sureat and Ouickeat Cur for all
THROAT and LTJNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Williams' Indian Pile
will cure Hllnd,
SDr
ana Itching
TOTI IC OR
Piles. HnbsnrliM the tumors.
illuys the Itching at once, acta Dealers In Grocerlee, ProrUlonJ,
is a nnultlre. e'ves lnntant re
Grain and Fuel.
lief. r. VvtllliimVlnillnnlMloOint.
nient I prepared for Piles anil Itch Fine Line of Imported Wlnea, blqira
ing of tho private parts. Kyery box la
and Cigar. Place your order tm
llv arwirlsts. by mull on re- wnrrnnn-il- .
or price. r,o centi and tl.oo. WILLIAMS
this line with na.
KIHNUFACTURINB
fl.. Props,. Cleveland. Ohio.
NORTH THIRD STM3WL
FOIl SAI.K BY S. VANN Sc. SON.

mil

E

API

I

BECKER HOTEL

U. A. SLEYSTER

New Management, Mnember

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room I, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Teiepnone. 174.
INSURANCE,

Opposite tho Santa

wutHit-rfu-

s.

H

i

17

i

I,

1

ADOLPH BECKER, Pro
BKLKN, M. M.

fetor

RANKIN & CO.

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAM BROOK BROB. Prop:

:

pi

AND BOARDING 8TABLB
6ADDLE HORSES 8PECIALTY.
Tbe "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
No. 112 John Si
Auto Phone 604.
LIVERY

Hp)

A. E. WALKER,
WIRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at J17 West

COMING IN OUT
OF THE COLD

KaUraaB

avenue.

vte
appreciate a perfectly heated
house, but It Is not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Is properly warmed. If yourg Is lacking In any way, or it you are undecided what Is the best system to In LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSstall In a new house and need lnfor
FER. STABLES.
niation that is trustworthy and valu
able, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought and
changed.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CHT
between Railroad and
Standard Plumbing &. Healing Co Second Street,
Copper Avenue.
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COME
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TO BELEN. N. M.

New
Railway
Santa

The Belen Town and Improvement

n
n
n

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

u

K00
K000Kee
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN TUB CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WB NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD.
S,

ft

0
0
0

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

0
0
0
0

Ii

ft

Junta,

0

Colo.

TO CURE

A

COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE BKOMO Wulnlna
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature is on each box. 25c.
V

0
0

6ooekivj

M

Im- -

90S

ro Depot

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B3TAT&
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bnlldli.

Drl.t,

Every Woman

por-atito-

'

Flrat St.

.i.

f

VJOOL

Run A Maufer.
Office, 115 North

with

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONH
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

K0ttOtOXOtfO0Og
eoooeoo
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PAGE EIGHT.
gym Is equipped with shower baths
nnd all .;ie necessary appointment.
Th club s only a scant three weeks
old but It gives promise of becoming
a potent factor In the social and athletic life of the Duke City. The club
will probably give another dance on
the evening of January 23. The OerDistrict Attorney S. M. Inv!x. of onlmo eiub. It will be remembered. Is
Iar Vegas, trammeled business In tlie responsible for the novel "moonlight"
city yesterday.
hop, memory of which is still fresh
,
Mrs. Oriu.'P XudiR, of SantR Ft-- 1m In the minds of those who were
the Ruest of her riiironts. Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Hahn.
Kiirl K. Moon, tho photngrn phcr, 1'lrM Methodist Etlseonl Church
left lust nlKlit on n business, trip to Itev. J. c. Kolllns, D. !., pastor.
The Sunday school meets at 9:45,
tho Ornnd Canyon.
which all are welcome.
Wanted A man who In acquainted to Morning
o'clock,
worship nt 1
with the cnnNumltiK trade; Kood
with
sermon
by tho pastor on "LookThe
call
particular
al
For
ing Forward."
Evening Citizen office.
ICpworth League meets at 6:30 and
Mrs. A. II. Rolmlian. of Santa Fe, closes at 7:16.
of friends In the city,
is the put-HEvening service at 7:30. This serwhile Attorney Keniihan Is attending vice will be under the auspices of the
court In the Second Judicial district. Brotherhood
of St. Paul.
The Krnest Meyers & Co. wholesales
Following Is the program for the
out.
spreading
An
liquor house is
evening hour:
additional room has been secured to ltymn.
accommodate, the growing business Anthem by the choir.
of the firm.
Solo "When the Mists Have Boiled Awayp" ...Mrs. K. W. Tennent
F. C. Curtis, recently of Chicago,
has accepted a position with tho Sel- Duet and Quartet "Why Stand Ye
here Idle"
lers Printing company. Mr. Curtis
arrived from the Windy City last Mesdames McDonald, Miller; Messrs.
McCallum, McCoy.
night, accompanied by his wife and
Solo
Mrs. S. B. Miller
child.
"Coming Home."
Sol Uenjamln received a telegrnm Male Quartet
this morning from Mrs. Benjamin, McCallum, Scott, Learning, McCoy.
Mr. McCoy
who has Just arrived In St. Louis from Vocal Solo
Address by the pastor "His Own
a visit to home folks In Alabama.
Brother."
Mrs. Uenjamln is expected home by
Solo and Chorus "Throw Out the
the 15th of the month.
Life Line."
Mr. und Mrs. II. E. Rogers, who Song
Glory Brotherhood of St. Paul
visited relatives and friends In MichiThe public Is cordially Invited to
gan and Wisconsin the past two
the services of the church. Cormonths, have returned to the city. all
ner of Lead avenue und South Third
They iiad a splendid time, and return street.
home feeling like two young married
people
GREAT ADVANCE IN
Thus. K. lowers, of this city, rePRICE OF Ll'MllER.
ceived a message yesterday announcDetroit, Mich., Jan. 5. Lumber
ing the death 'of his father, Henry manufacturers have' Issued a new
Lnwers, In Baltimore, Md.( Thursday price list to the trade. The list shows
night, aged 88 years.
The deceased an advance of practically every Item
leaves another son, who resides In of rough lumber, dimensions, timbers
New Jersey.
Is not
and boards. The advance
The fire department was called to radical but runs up to from fiO cents
the Alvarado at 2 o'clock this after- to $1 on most descriptions.
noon to extinguish a fire, which startsllilnit vaiik ulw...a ntid nut HnirlA HAW
ed In the wooden chute through
which linen Is thrown when soiled laces in them und you will improve
from the second story to the laundry their looks 100 per cent. Besides this
on the first floor.
How the blaze finr tmllnhiiR will soften the leather
started is not known. The damage and prolong the life of your footwear.
10, 15 and 25 cent packages. Laces
waa only slight.
A mission, lasting two weeks, will from !U In !Ee a nnir. C. Mav's shoe
open tomorrow at the Immaculate store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
l,
Conception church, Rev. J. U.
WANTED.
S. J., will deliver the opening address at the high mass at 9:30.
A MAN WHO IS ACQUAINTED
Itev. Father O'Malley will address WITH THE CONSUMING TRADE.
the congregation In the evening nt GOOD
SALARY.
FOR PARTIClTi-AR- S
7:30. A mission Is a course of lecCALL
AT
CITIZEN
THE
tures on the most vital subject of life
and religion. The lecturers are mer
of great experience and renown. All
TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS FOR THE
are welcome, Catholics and
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.
Albuquerque friends have received
announcement of the marriage of C.
THE COLVM HI'S HOTEL CHICKO. ltucker, a well known traveling EN
DINNERS
AND DITMPLINO
man who makes this city, and Miss TASTE LIKE THE COOKING YOUR
Mossle Burk, of Las Vegas.
The MOTHER tSED TO DO.
wedding took place in Missouri, on
December 27. Miss Burk spent part
WINTER MILLINERY
of the millinery season of 1905 In
Albuquerque as head trimmer for
Mrs. D. D. Coverdale, and has many
Beginning Friday.
January 4th,
Mr. and Miss Laura M. Lutz will sell all winfriends and admirers here.
Mrs. ltucker will be ut home In Kl ter millinery good regardless of cost,
to make room for spring goods.
Paso after January 1.
John Walsh, former superintendent
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
of the Iron Silver mine, if Ieudvtlle,
Colo., but recently employed as su- ELEPHANT.
perintendent of the Kelly mine near
Magdalena, at $750 a month, passed IILTTER CUSTOMERS WANTED.
In disposing of the Matthew Jersey
through the city this morning en
Mr. Walsh has gotten Dairy, I reserved a number of richly
route east.
through at Kelly, tho lease of Jesse bred Jersey cows, with the intention
Davis & Co., for whom tin had been of making a gilt edge article of table
The, Kel- butter, and desire a limited number
working, having expired.
ly mine Is now being operated by Its of customers for same. Butter will
company, be sold at 40 cents per pound, delivowners, the
under the supervision of a man by the ery twice weekly. Buttermilk will
when desired.
also be furnished
name of Farrey.
Phone Red 187 or address J. E. MATThe First Christian Science society THEW, CITY.
of Albuquerque, which Is at present
meeting In the Commercial club buildRANCH EGGS.
ing, will soon have a meeting place
of its own. Koom 25 In the Grant
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
building Is to be the place and li phone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
being fixed up as neat as can be with street and Mountain road.
paint und paper. The furniture will
be of mission style and will be adeNOTHING SKIMPY AROIT THE
quate. Tables and chairs will be pro- COLl'Mltl'S HOTEL DINNERS; ALL
vided, and the Christian Science pa- YOU WANT, AND COOKING FIRST
pers, the Journal and the Sentinel, CLASS.
CHICKEN AND DUMP-LING- S
will be kept at hand.
The reading
TOMORROW.
room will be open afternoons from 2
TONIGHTI TONIGKT1 TONIGHT!
till 4 o'clock every day.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Vernon McMann arrived in Albu- ELEPHANT.
querque this morning from his home
at Clinton, Iowa, stopping off en
MONEY JO LOAN.
route at Las Vegas, where he spent
sums
to suit, upon improved city
In
several months in the employ of the
se
Ias Vegas Light & Power company real estate, or other
Mr. McMann, who is curity. Apply to the undersigned. No.
last summer.
an electrician, suffered a severe at- 601, corner Sixth street and Iluulng
tack of typhoid fever tit Ias Vegas avenue.
JUAN GARCIA.
last October, and went home to recuperate, where ho regained
his
YOU
WANT
TO ENJOY A
IF
health. Being a firm believer in the
future of the sou'hwrst and Its op- GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, GO TO
portunities for tho young man, Mr. THE ZEIGER'S CAFE RESTAURONLY FIFTY
McMann has returned to New Mex- ANT TOMORROW.
CENTS.
ico.
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. ImThe Oeronlmo club has rented and
the gymnasium in the perial Laundry Co.
Elks' building and appointed a janiA working man with $100.00 cash
tor, who will take charge of It. The
can have Interest In paying business.
No scheme. Experience unnecessary.
DR. C. II. fONNOft
Albuquerque Junk Co, 506 South
OSTEOPATH.
street.
IUmjiiuj 3 and 4, N. T, Ariuijo building. Second
DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
SUNDAY
DINNER.
FOR YOUR
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
CENTS.

Oir SHOES FIT

The most important point in Shoes is FIT.
Be Shoes ever so good, they are unsatisfactory if they lack this essential feature
Fit will atone for other lapses in
but perfection in all other pails will
not redeem a bad fit A bad fit is either an
e
or a disturber of the peace. It it
does not hurt it looks bad. Our Shoes are
fitters without any exception.
You will notice this the instant you put
your foot in one of them.
g,

Women's

--

Shoes from

--

Shoes (or Boys' and Girls'

ti

Believe Us

PERSONAL

We can save you money

1

y.

i

eye-sor-

Shoes from

LOCAL. AND

sal-nr-

....

shoe-makin-

Men's

$1.75 to $4.00
$1.65 to $5.00
c 1 rr
rn
o
uu iu ju

f

.

Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter

CONFECTIONERY

SUGAR

geo. w. iiickox

T. Y.

MYNRD

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE AUC'II FRONT

.SOUTH SECOND ST.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Ilfi
Rarebit

A

to be properly prepared Ahould be m.wle

lit n f..:i:it!i"2, Itowmau C'.iafing
Al'Vjvs r:i'! ,',lio w orr ill? utiont firps.
u rial.. i, aa4 in a lew tu mutes
f

Kannfog.Ecwnn.tEi Co.

Chafing Dish
hi

pradni'cd a dainty moniel torrtrale
your (ruts: i. y.e. auic to
that your
cliafitu? iW.M i aurliri with the
patcutcd
I Tory cnaaa
elrd food pmu found only in Manning, Low man & Co, Ctiafiug Ulrica.

ron salk

ALBUQUER0UE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

EVERT

mm

THE

Diamond
RAILROAD

Palace
AVE

Diamond., Watckea, Jewelry, Ct Glaai, Clock. SilYerwsr
our trd and gux.nte A SQUARE DEAL.

W

lDTlt

KTE ARE SURE you will appreciate
a Suit or Overcoat with the
tinctive style and fit which

STEIN-BLOC-

dis-

GO TO THE COI.VMHITK HOT Eli
FOR VOI R SUNDAY DINNER AND
YOIT CV DIM'OVHIt THE
SKK
SECRET OF THEIR POPULARITY.
CHICKEN AND DUMPLINGS, THE
MENU TOMORROW.
YOURS

H

Clothing has.
It costs about the same as ordinary
clothing, but you can distinguish the workmanship a block away.
Ask to be shown. It might save you
much annoyance.
Suits range in price from $15 upwards.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

TAKING-FR- EE
FOR THE
AT THE WHITE EL-

LUNCH

EPHANT.

For a few days we will pay from
to $20.00 a ton for iron. As
usual, we pay the highest possible
$2.00

that

IT

Money by good judgment
and management; ifwego

In the purchase of a Piano

to the right place. where

TODAY

THtYKfYOW

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost
SEE US betore you buy

bvsjmmRovti
02

35

Do It Today
Learnard
E.tibllibetf

&

Lindemann,
206 W, Gold Aveone

1900

"CO A L
Genuine American block, per
ton
$0.50
CcrrllloN Lump
S6.50
Anthracite Nnt
S8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .ami .furnace
sizes
$0.50
Clean Cat Coke
$0.00
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill Wood, per load
Factory Wood, per load

OoPiTRiwirilot.nr

Green Tag Sale

.... $3.25

$2.75
$3.00

which goes on MONDAY MORNING will beat every,
thing in the line of sales ever had in Albuquerque.
Yours truly,
YOU KNOW WHO

Both Phones.
DR. L. II. CHAMBERLAIN,
DENTIST.

koom

ItBEArs IflEOAfa

Bucter beats the drum, and that big J

HAHN & CO.

IV. H.

'iM!Wi,

rut evjrtR 8ftovrco.C(ie0o.

a,

CROMWKLL BLOCK.
ESTARLISHED SINCE 18H9.

mm
NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad a nd Copper A ve.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,
TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

In Rear of Store

:Wholesale

o
0

o
0
o
00
00

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

49

00
O
0Q

and Retail:

HARDWARE
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water

SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron. SteeL Wapon
o - Wood Stock. Blacksmith Suoolies.

o
o

Mail Orders Solicited

00
0
O

7

1

"

--

-

1 1 t."
outn rirtt mtrmmt
tie,4oa,
atrmmt
401,
North rirut

113.

I

X X

7A

People Are
Rapidly Learning
That water chilled by contact with ice is
much more wholesome than water into
which ice is put directly.

Sealshipt Oysters
Are the only Oysters shipped without ice or preservatives put directly
in the receptacle with them. This is possible only through the use of

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY. ECONO-MICAEXCELLENT FOR OPEN
GRATES, $ft. PER TON. W. II.
CO.
HAHN
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE, WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

Sealshipt Oyster Carrier.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
fAI THC
COLOMBO

HALL

Admission 50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Lsdies free

"

Albuquerque, NelMexloo

prices for any and all kinds of
metals, rags, clothing, magazines, etc.
Albuquerque Junk Co., 606 South
Second street.
U

.tT.

BEATS THE BAND
WHATVE CAN Do WITH OUR.

NO IV

Trl-llulli-

I

No. 202

OManaHaVBanni

Uoss-wlnke-

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

,

SATURDAY, JKHVMT

"Once a Sealshipt customer, always a Sealshipt customer."
Try Sealshipt Oysters once and you will never accept any other kind.
Sealshipt Oysters Fresh Every Morning at the

JaneoeMi

